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'L aGuardia Radio
Station Returns
by John Schneider
Sometime during the winter
quarter , the halls of . LaGua.rdia
Community College Will be filled
with the sounds of music.
LaGuardia's radio station,WLGC ,
will be reactivated after nearly ten
years of silence.
.
The project, over two years In the
making, was proposed and
developed
by
Student
Government
President
Bryan
Lezama during the 1984 - 85
school year. Phase two of the
project, funding and construction,
took place during the 1985 - 86
school year under the leadership
of Daisy Rodriguez. Phase three
the
project,
program
of
organization and implementation,
is being completed with the
asa~ anc~ ' otcurrent Student
. Government President Eugenie
White. Luis Merchant, Advisor to
the Student Government and to
the
Radio
Organization,
is
responsible for keeping the ball
rolling, so to speak, from one year
to the next..
The initial proposal to reactivate
the station sat for nearly two years
before any physical work began .
This long delay was necessary to
define the areas where the
funding for the station would
come from.
According to Mr.
Merchant , the funds for the
project came from Student
Government, Student Activities
and many of the school's clubs
which had excess money from
their yearly budgets. The cost of
this
project
has
been
approximated at $25,000.
Once the financial problems had
been solved a consultant was
evaluate the old
hired to
equipment, decide what was
needed for the new station,
and
install
the
purchase
equipment and provide training on

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

STUDENT FEES:
WHERE DOES THE
MONEY GO?

its use. The station itself was then
completed in six weeks.
.
The broadcast studio, located In
the
Student
Government
complex, is small yet efficiently
constructed. The furniture is all
custom designed for the location,
and therefore makes good use of
the limited space. Mr. Merchant
hopes that in the future the ~ta!ion
can be moved to a larger location,
perhaps even in the • recently
approved Student Union Building
, but was quick to point out that
initial plans have just begun and
completion of that project is still a
long way down the road.
. .
The equipment within the studiO IS
a'imost' completely brand new.
The amplifier and turntables are
by Keith Barr
the only items used from the ' old
station because advances in
How is your money spent? I am
equipment quality have ma?e the
sure many of you have asked
other
equipment
Virtually
yourself that question, as you've.
obsolete. The new equipment is,
stood in line fishing for coins to'
considered ·state',pf,lhe art ariQ is . pay ' your Stu ' ent Activities feeeasily convertible from AM to FM
$,1).25.
stereo, which is the ultimate goal
The
Student
Activities
of the radio organization. The
Department was founded about
station,
though
small,
is
fifteen years ago to give the
considered t so be one of the
students of LaGuardia something.
most advanced, up to date station
to do in their spare time. At the
in the CUNY system.
present time, there are some
The reactivation of WLGC will
seventeen clubs ranging from
mean many things to the college
Animal Health to Women Issues.
community.
Though largely
There is a recreational area and
music, the format will also include
several other events in and
intenational, local and consumer
around the school, each are here
news, sports and weather reports .
to
serve
the
students
of
The radio organization also plans
LaGuardia.
to make the station available to all
The Activities Department is
of the clubs and organizations and
funded by the students of
will undoubtedly be used to
LaGuardia Community College, in
promote special events in and
the sum of twenty dollars and
around the college.
During
twenty-five cents. But not all the
periods of registration it may qe
monies
collected
go
to
used to ' reduce confusion by
offering
instructions on the
registration process . '
Mr.
Merchant also expressed interesti
in developing many internship
opportunities within the .radio
station in areas such as bUSiness
~c!ministration and liberal arts.
by Scott Engel
The station, after many delays, is
Crossing
the street each day 'is a
(cont.7)
normal trek for most of us. Glance
each wa'y and then proceed.
Doing the same when you are at
LaGuardia is an easier task indeed.
It's only a short jaunt from the main
building to the satellite building ,
correct? Not to Moses Sanders.
For the Supervisor of Security at
LaGuardia Community College,
it's his job to see you reach the
corner in one piece.
Moses
Sanders cares about you, the
students.
It's an attitude which

activites, there are some nine (see
table for breakdown of funds)
organizations which also receive a
of
the
money
percentage
alloCated. These departments
. include
the studem, government,
.
income generating. .
Full time , part-time, day or
evening students are required to
pay the activities fee, whether or
not they plan to utilize the
recreational area, join any club or
attend any event given by the
school. Should you be required to
pay for something you will be
unable to employ?
Blanca Arbito, a worker within the
Student Activities Department
said that "it is virtually impossible
to exempt a student from paying '
the fee, just because they will be
unable to partiCipate in school
activities".
Many students here at LaGuardia
have no spare time to get involved
in any activities at school, because
(CONT.P7)

Moses For
Mayor's Trophy
has brough! Moses Sanders a
shot at the
coveted
Mayor's Trophy
Award. For those of you who are
not familiar with the Mayor's
Trophy Award it is a award
presented by
the city to an
employee who performs many
functions beyond the call of his
normal duties.
Th ere are twelve
finalists chosen for the award
among thirty
thousand city employees. These
twelve will have their names
presented to the Mayor's Board
(cant 07)
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Is Rap Music Violent?
BY Nina Hollingsworth
The beat thumped intensely.
The energy level was shaking the
roof above us. The entire arena
rumbled with every beat. Strobe
lights appeared.
Eyes pierced
beyond recognition. Anticipation
became unbearable. The words
"Run DMC" brought about a
unified gasp of air.
The sight of, two black figures
brought about
a monstrous
release. Their culture filled voices
drowned the arena in passion.
People were raised to another
height as if to stand on pedestals.
The pressure' of the crowd
pushing and reaching upward
crushed my lungs. My heart
fought for room to palpitate. The
music told me "Every thing will be
all right." I slowly calmed, took
notice and conformed to the
rhythm of Run DMC.
Because of situations like the
given example, Rap has become
the most controversial issue in the
music illdustry. Some say rap is
violent because of its lyrics and
hypnotising drum beats. Those
who oppose that point of view,
feel Rap music is the black cultural
awareness of the eighties. It is
obvious Rap is many things to
many people.
In fact, for one
LaGuardia
student,
Joseph
Simmons, rap became a career.
He is now ~Run" of Run DMC.
To get a better look at this heated
issue I interviewed Bill Adlere of
Rush Productions.He holds the
poSition of artist management of
publicity.
Rush productions
represents well known artists such
as, Run DMC,Whodini',.LL.Cool J,
The Beastie Boys and Oran- Juice

,lODes --ills t to Dame a few

Bill

Adlere,
explains,"
There
is
nothing intrinsic in rap music that
incites violence. On the contrary, ,
the lyrics of their music , in the
case of Run DMC, promotes
positive social values such as, stay
in school, stay aWay from drugs
and crime,and make the most of
your opportunities."
The event that brought about
deep
public
crtiticism
and
attention was that of a recent
Raising Hell Concert that took
place in Long Beach California.
Bill Adlere commented on this
situation. "Long Beach has a long
standing gang problem.They've
been kicking eachothers ass back
and forth for years.ln this particular
instance, the gangs smuggled
weapons inside the arena before
the concert. They got their tickets
by ripping off our fans and went
nuts the minute they got in. The
show was over before Run DMC
stepped on stage. The city of
Lonq Beach knew this problem
existed ahead of time. "
"It's groups like PMRC (Parents
Musical Research Committee) that
drag situations out of context.
,"adds Adlere;" Tipor Gore of
PMRC feels Rap music appeals to
youth that are disillusioned,
unloved and the music tells them
it's <Y.k. to beat people up."
Conservative groups across the
United States have lashed out at
the music industry. They criticize
its lyrical content, explicit physical
movements and the images
projected thereof. :Secause of
the publicity , Tipor Gore saw her
comments as political gain," Mr.
Adlere continued.
In spite of the controversy and
negative press releases, the city
of Long Beach invited the
participantsof the . Run DMC
Raising Hell Concert to take part in

their anti-drug, anh- gang raliy. Bill
Adlere
comments
on
this
situation. "Out of good faith, we
decided to participa1e in the
event.
Unfortunatly, two days
before the show, those of higher
authority called us and said,'The
festival is a family event, and we
don't want to expose our average
citizen to the threat of violence
represented by Run DMC.' We
were insulted and outraged. The
outcome of the situation is that
there was violence anyway. The
same gangs that bombed our
concert bombed the festival. Who
they gonna blame ~ on now?"
I then asked Mr. Adlere, what
made his kids different from those
who commit the crimes.
He
replied, "They don't look much
different from our kids. They're
about the same ages,dress more
or less the same as our kids and
disappear into the crowd easily
and force police to apprehend
them. Those who victimize our
tans, obViously aren't our fans,
they
haven't
gotten
the
message."
To find out more concerning
those who are disruptive at rap
concert~, I spoke to "Passion", a
rapper and part time security gaurd
at NBC Network. He said," I admit
Run DMC has some pretty
frightening lyrics, like 'If there's
beef we knock out teeth and
when Run says dance you do or
die."
Rap seems violent to those who
cannot. classify ....... it • ~nything
othelWise. Rap makesp~opJe'
release inner tensions and. it
makes them feel as if they are one
with the artists and crowd." Bill
Ad/ere protests, he's not "white
washing" any thirlQ when he says,
"Run DMC and the· artists of Rush
hav~
positive
Productions

messages In every word, but
when you listen to the music in its
entirety, you will find the message
to be positive as I stated
previously."
What
responsibilities
shpuld
rappers of today and- tomorrow
hold was a question Bill Adlere
addressed," Our core audience is
the black youth of America. Jhey
need heroes and what have you
got? There's Bill Cosby, but he's
fifty five years old. You have the
Cosby kids and their cool, but they
don't follow the majority of todays
black youths' real life situations.
You have athletes, and very rare
movie stars and no political
leaders,
other
than
Jesse
Jackson.
The black youth of
America is looking for a role model
with something to say. Here in lies
the responsibilities of rappers
today and tomorrow.
Run DMC
are unlike the black culture heroes
of the sixties. The Temptations,
Diana Ross, Bill Cosby and smiling
Lionel Richie with his white friends
by his side dancing on the ceiling,
succeeded through having white
ideals. Rappers of today, like Run
DMC say,'F--- that Peezy head
'and still get paid. This is the music
they like and these are the clothes
they wear. they're not one of
those jerry cult suckers, they don't
care and they're not apologizing.
.The majority of our core audience
lack working skills, become
envious of those on T.V. ,and
want the same material objects.
U'S(ilQoIJJ·tim~Qlaq~.ipeQplt;19()tuP

on their. hind. ItfQsaiid spOkethfllr .
minds like Run DMC." Passion
The image of run
complains,
DMC is seen as being tough and
wild.
The mentality of today's
youth will automatically assume
crime and drugs are, associated
It

CONT.P11

DO YOU SUFFER FROM PARKING PHOBIA?
by

Lawrence

Ingram

8:45am--You
approach
the
expressway,traffic
finally
flowing. 9:05 am--You reach
scHool with a good feeling
because you'll finally be early
for class. 9:19--You begin to
feel panic because class begins
in one minute and you still
haven't found a parking space.
9:30am--The
door
squeaks
loudly
and all eyes are on
you, "Darn, I'm late again."
If this sounds familar to vou
then you are among the many
LaGuardia students who suffer
from
parkingphobia--the
fear
of not geing able to find a
parking spot.
The problem of parking is
nothing new to many students
that drive to school. A recent
survey taken by this reporter
reveals
that
the
average

student spends 10-15 minutes
everyday trying
to
find
a
parking space which is usually
an average of four blocks
away from the school. Some
students are fortunate enough
to find a space under the train
station.
But
then
they
complain
about
the
deteriorating
limestone
that
leaks
from
the
overhead
station,coating their cars with
a white slime.
In the survery
on
student
parking,
many
claimed to have received at
least one parking ticket and

spots available on the roof of
th.e
SONY
building.
Every
quarter a memo is posted on
each bulletin board informing
both
students
and
faculty
that they can paticipate in a
"parking lot lottery."
The
10Uery is
held
each
quarter in the Theater where
80 names
are picked at
random. The winners must pay
a $65 fee which entities them
to park on the roof of the
SONY building. For students
and faculty that don't have
~.~
luck
in
the
lottery,

the
overall
average
for
students was three parking
tickets.
AI Longobardi, the Director
of Support Services under the
order of Dean Stapleton has
studied the problem of parking
and possible alternatives to
ease the problem. The first
alternative ,Longobardi
explained, is the 60. parking

LaGuardia
has
made
arrangements with the owners
of the 47th Avenue Parking
Lot to accomodate students
for the same $65 a quarter.
Those students are issued a
parking
permit which will
be honored at the roof of the
SONY building after 5pm. This
herps
students
taking
late
classes.They can move their

cars
closer
to
the
main
building.
Extended
Day
Students also have the option
of purchasing a book of 10
coupons for $10 which they
can use on any given evening ..
When asked why the block
surrounding LaGuardia is not
limited
to
students
with
permits,
Mr.Longobardi
replied,
"LaGuardia
asks
businesses around the area to
accept interns so it wouldn't
want
to
restrict
their
parking."
Longobardi
also
added
that
parking
around
LaGuardia is bad and its going
to get worse.
When construction is finished
on
the
building
next
to
LaGuardia and its occupants
arrive,this will
add to the
crisis.lf
that's
not
bad
enough,the
owners
of
the
SONY building will eventually
occupy
the
buidling--thus
taking away the 80 parking
PARK cont. p.11

.
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TO EN D
DR UG AB US E

BY MELANIE PERRY

BY VINCE COUSIN

Drugs. It is a word that has literally
wormed its way into the headlines
and minds of newspapers and
p~ople across the country.
First we saw the tragic and
senseless death of University of
Maryland basketball star Len Bias.
Then, some eight days later, the
death of pro football star Don
Rogers. Now it has come to light
that rock star Boy George of
Culture Club is an addict.
When will the madness and
stupid~y end?
In July of this year Senator
Alphonse D'Amato and the United
St~t~s . District Attorney Rudolph
disguised,
both
GUlham
dealers in
from
purchased "crack"
Square
gton
Washin
New York's
they
rs
reporte
told
park. Th~y
was
it
easy
how
te
Illustra
to
wanted
to buy drugs.
It was later learned that the dealer
w~o had sold the deadly drug to
D Amato and Guiliani were not
arrested. My question is, "What
was the point then?" Why go
through all this if people who are
sellirtQ ill eS13 I dru~Qs on the streets
are not arrested?
D'Amato who happened to be
running for re-election at the time
(nudge,nudge) and Guiliani who
has ~een out of the limelight since
"ge~g" , "indictm~nts,(:)n!l~P'lte,cii,

to

mobsters, are both in positions
get things get done. So why aren't
they?
Drugs have eaten their way
through the stomach of American
society and infected many lives.
The questions we must ask
D'Amato, Guiliani and others in
power---what are they dOing?Or
what .are they going to do to stop
the Influx of drugs into this
country?Or do we just sit back and
watch our promising athletes and
young people destroy their lives
and die for truly unnecessary
reasons, before they respond ..
I feel this is time for a tougher drug
law. The so-called even swinging

LOST AND FOUND
by Lawrence Ingram
Suppor
of
Director
The.
pervlCes,AI Longobardi would likE
o inform students that LaGuardi,
~as a lost and found located ir
oom MB23. He says the room i
illed with unclaimed items fran
~re found around the school am
betweer
lockers
the
n
~uarters.These items are held fo
minimum of 6 months and thel
given tc
are
clothes
he
given tc
are
poodwill,the books
item~
ive
expens
and
he library
bac
given
are
claimed
not
are
hat
o the finder. If you've lost an'
aluables please check witt
the lost and found office.

TH E LE GA CY OF
DR. KI NG

door of justice has gotten a new
hinge so it now revolves. Too
many pushers are put back onto
t~e str~ets before they do any real
time In prison. If those who
permeate our country with drugs
know that there is a substantial
prison term awaiting them if
caught, then I feel they will be
detered from dealing drugs,
I also feel that the United States
Government should work harder
to prevent the import of drugs into
the
if
country.Maybe
the
monies
of
nts
ammou
dous
tremen
defending the country
spe~t
against the threat of nuclear attack
were channeled into defending
the country against the real attack
of drugs, then maybe we can
prevent what happened to Len
Bias and Don Rogers from
happening again.
While I applaud D'Amato and
Guiliani for their courageous effort
(I'm sure they performed the
whole operation without police
assistance--HA), I wonder what
good it did. Showing us that it is
easy to buy drugs on the streets
of New York is like saying that the
sun is hot. You don't have to live in
a ghetto to see drugs being
purcnased in the middle of the
streets,to see slumping almost
strewn
bodies
decomposed
about.
You don't have to live near a torn
dow~ t~nemant to hElar police ~n
fire" during '8' "crack" raid in the
mi?dle of the night. Drugs and the
are
bodies
dead
of
trail
G"Junior
two
Our
everywhere.
ded
succee
have
ns"
men politicia
only in adVising drug purchasers 0
that if your neighborhood drug
den is temporarily "out of
business" Washington Square
available.
always
is
Park
further
on
Congratulations
table
respec
once
degrading a
.
orhood
neighb
Drugs, like Polio and Small Pox is
a disease that can be cured if' a
real, true committment is put forth
by those whose job it is to do so.

La Guardia's Award
Winning Newspaper puts
students to work.h's more
than a clubo It's a career.
Former editors and
reporters are now working in
the media-Edward Hollins -assis tant
coordinator of
communications media,
SAC
reporter Tor t::astern LJIStrlCt
News
Miriam Abreu--assistant arts
editor, reporter for The New
York Student
Susan Gizzi- directo r of TV
shows for Channel L
JOIN US! MEETINGS EVERY
WEDu M112, 1 :30--3:00

The legacy of Dr. King's d ream
should be passed on to our youth-black and white,as well as other s.
Dr. King died leaving his foot in a
"door," and it's up to us (as
brothers and sisters) to open the
door completely.
Even though I was only one-yearwas
Dr.King
when
old
made
assasinated, my parents
sure. I knew of his struggles
leading the Civil Rights Movement-his non-violent movement.
I and others my age had it easy.
As a result of Dr. King by the time
we were ready to face SOCiety
(then raCist) we were almost
completely free. We could go to all
the parks. Drink from any fountain
and attend any school we
older
our
ple?sed. Whereas
our
(and
sisters
and
brothers
arents)
grandp
and
parents
couldn't have these priveleges.
I grew up in East Orange New
Jersey, which has about 5,000
people. While growing up in East
Orange, I played with a lot of white
children. I can honestly say I have
never been called a racial slur to
my face, nor have I been denied
any of my rights as an American
citizen in all my nineteen years.
.Mp..allwhilft. .there .arp. !l.tb.fw~
around the world who have been
denied their human and civil
rights. Look at South Africa.
I believe this should not be a black

leaders.
In the future,let it be that world
leaders will meet on peaceful
matters and not on matters of
defense weapons, communism or
But maybe they will
terrorism.
meet on matters of peace and love
to find ways to help the
homeless,cure diseases and end
hunger. If countries worked
together, we probably wouldn't
h~ve to think about wars and
Violence.
This may sound like a dream, but
d~ea~s can come true. Just as
King s dream came true with the
help of people who wanted to
perpetuate his vision--like his wife
Coretta Scott King who created a~
Instit.ution at Atlanta called the
Martin Luther King Center for NonViolence and Social Change. The
Center brings people of all
nationalities together "to engage
and discuss things and ways in
which we can work together." Her
older daughter, Yolanda King is
the Director of Cultural Aff~irs
Programs at the King Center. Her
oldest son, Martin King III
constantly talks to people about
the King Center' and has recently
been' responsible for getting
by
spo~sors for the prgram
t;lty
Radio
holding a oenell!' at
MUSic Hall this past January.
Dexter King,the youngest son is
the Executive producer of the

world. I want
and say "I can really be free!"
By the time I have children, I want
to teach them to be proud to call
this their count;Y;And IwanU hem
to be free and comfortable with
other
of
friends
having
judge
to
them
want
I
nationalities.
people as people and not for the
sake of their skin color.
tremendously
was
Dr.King
concerned about our youth. We
are the future leaders of the world.
Children of all other countries will
one day meet as men and women
with other men and women of

youngest
ed
organiz
has
,
Bernice
daughter,
newly
the
for
region
rn
the Southe
accl~imed holiday and they meet
With young~ople from vCl(iouG
schools and areas.
The legacy of Dr. King's dream has
been helped by great artists as
well, such as Stevie Wonder. And
a long time friend of Dr.King,
Andrew Young who is now mayor
of Atlanta.
work
all
could
we
If
together,Dr.King's dream would
be completely fulfilled for our
children and grandchildren. Let's
think of Dr.King's dream everyday
of the year and not only on
January 20th!
11101
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GETTING STUDENTS
INVOLVED
by Veronica Swicord
The average LaGuardia student
arrives at school , goes to class to
satisfy
several
credits
and
afterwards, he/she heads straight
home. Does this sound like you?
If it does, you should have
attended
the meeting of the
Student Forum. On October 8th at
the
skylight area
College
President
Joseph
Shenker,
Student Government President
Eugenie White and ' others from
Student
Government
and
Student
Activities
held
a
discussion on how to get students
more involved with activities at the
College.
"I urge you," Eugenie White said,
"take advantage of the wide
opportunities the college has to
offer. By taking part in different
organizations, you can learn
organiization,
and
you
can
broaden your knowledge of
culture by choosing to JOin
different clubs where you also can
learn leadership skills."
Vincent Banrey,
Director of
Student Activities,spoke about
activities which students can join.

....

'

For example, there is the Media
Communications Area which has
two units. It has its own printing
center on campus,which Prints
publicity
for
clubs
and
. organizations . at .. no .cost. ·, They
have word processors, P.C.
computers,
and
a
recently
.purchased Apple Mcintosh which
· the department uses to train
students.
The Audio Visual Department,
Banrey explained, has an editingproduction
studio.
The
Department trains students on
VHS equipment and shows them
how to produce educational and
entertainment
tapes.
The
yearbook and The Bridge, the
college
newspaper(M112-113)
are also under Student Activities.
These activities need student s to
keep them going.
"No experience is necessary to
write
for
the
newspaper,"
according to The Bridge faculty
advisor, Peter Rondinone. "The
Bridge staff will help you write your
articles," adds Mr. Rondinone.
"The
role
of
Student
Government,"
said
Vanessa
Correa,Vice-President of Student
Government,"is to direct and
serve the students of LaGuardia.
We want to create more unity
between
the
students,
administration and faculty."
Ms.Correa mentioned various
committees in government. They
are as follows: Political Focus,
Entertainment, Judicial Review
Board, Public Relations , Student
Affairs , Academic Affairs and
Information Services.
"If you're interest ed," Correa
indica ted, "in any speciifc area and
you want to work wiH) any of th ese
committe es. we w elco me you to
co rnE: to our offi ce so we can
direc t y()U to tf1 C cornrniUee of
'y our

cr"I,:."

Student Government will do the
organizing and recruiting for the
club.
"It's your college, it's up to you
what it should look like and what
should be coming out of the
college ," Luis Merchant said . He
also discussed the leadership
conference . "
The leadership conference takes
place December 5-7th.
One
hundred students are going and
the fee is thirty dollars with meals
and transportation included. The
conference will be held in Deer
Park Farms Resort. The students
will take part in social and buisness
activities ;and there will be
workshops
that
deal
with
interpersonal skills and leadership
skills.
There are programs in school that
will also help you have a even
more successful stay at LaGuardia.

conversation ,Correa
said
that
you
get
involved
"when
eveybody gets something out of
it, the students and the student
body and the committees."
She explained some of the
programs Student Government
sponsors for the students . There
is the Book Exchange, she
explained. "You go into Student
Government (M-160) , sign your
name and the book that you're
selling and your phone number. In
that way, if a person wants to buy
your book, the person can call you
and you can do your business
over the phone. It cuts down on
The counseling Department has
twenty counselors that are willing
the cost of books a great deal."
Correa also explained that the
to help you in family, individual and
Student
academic problems.
Government
is
The Financial Aid Department has
sponsoring
a number of fund
raiSing projects,
In November, she said, "the Toy
Drive will be going into its second
year. We feel it's our obligation as
students and as a community to
take care of those who are less
fortunate, especially the children."
"We collect toys or donations,"
she added,"and send them to
either a hospital or a welfare home.
And for the children who won't get
gifts this Christmas, we make it
possible." Correa also explained
that
Michelle Gibson of the
Public Relations Comittee will be
mailing letters to r:D~rct:m;;lts wh.Q
by Rhosean Moss
distrubute toys to seek donations.
. The Phonathon was already held
in .. mid-Octobefj ,. according. to
Mark: Davidson and friend were
standing on the corner " at 111
Correa. And for the first time,it
Avenue South Jamacia Queens
seems, students,staff and faculty
when six cops pulled up in a
were directly involved. In the
station wagon and arrested them.
past,malings were
used. "This
Mark: said the cops had accused
time,the fundraise~scalled alumni
for donations," said Correa."And . him of . selling . marijuana. He
open
thought this would
this year the Phonathon raised
$6,300 in pledges from 300 . and shut case because he claimed
that he wasn't selling marijuana.
donors--twice as much as last
But what he didn't know was he
year.The donaitons will go for
library books, computers-- and for. was about to become a victim of
the "Stun Gun."
student's who
are studying
Back in April of 1985 Mark
business at the college, this
Davidson was a student at Martin
experince helped them use their
Van Beun High School (at the time
skills. Besides it' s a way to make
of the arrest).The six arresting
sure LaGuradia graduates don't
forget about us."
ofofficers (one in plain clothes)
took Mark to the 106th Precinct
Coordinator of Student Programs,
where Mark thought he would be
Luis Merchant discussed the
searched, questioned and then
Radio Organization that has been
released. After Mark had been
out of the picture for some time
now.
searched, police took him to a
"l,.ast year with the efforts of
room With a one way mirror and
Student
Government,
Luis
they left him there for a little while.
Merchant explained, we were able
A tall offcier then entered the
to put together a budget and
room and asked Mark where the
purchase equiptment for a radio
$10 was which he allegedly made
station. The radio station is fully
from the marijuana sale.
developed. Students are needed
Mark answered," I don't know what
to run it." he continued. (For
you're
talking
about."
The
more information, see John
policeman then punched Mark in
Schneider's story. )
the eye, knocking him to the floor.
For those of you that have an idea
The policeman then left the room.
for a club you would like to start,
A second policeman entered the
Luis Merchant
mentioned the
room,asking Mark the same
procedures that make it possible
question. A second time, Mark
to have a club.
replied "I don't know what you're
"You think of a theme or a concept
talking about." The second cop
of what you want to do and what
began slapping Mark around. As
type of club you want to organize.
th e cops left the room,Mark said
You
have
assistance
in
U.e cop told him lie would make
developing tllis and once it's al l
tlirn talk ,
clarified, Student Gove rnment is
T I.e first and second cop came
autho r/zeci to char1 er you as an
back in to tho rO Onl. The seconci
or~; :l11 iza tion,"
Luis
Merchant
co p lift ed Mark's jacket. givinD timl
,Student l\ctlvities or
a ~; ~lock to ttle back Mark fell 10

been given new
restrictions
placed by the Federal and State.
Federal Government now makes
the Financial Aid Department
document all six programs with
information that you have to get
from you parents, your income tax
reurns, and there are residency
requirements. The financial aid
counselors have to get that
information or else
Federal
Government will take aid away from
the students,
The career Resource center,
located in room Mb65 can help
you receive information on the
career you are studying for. There
is also scholarship information
which will help you with trarisfering
to a four year college.
The Early Childhood
Service , MB-34 is for the studentparents . From two years and ten
months old at $80 to $90 a child,
you're child can be enrolled in the
kindergarten program under a
director and a certified teacher.
While you are in class, you can
be rest assured your child is in the
best of care.
The Early
Childhood
Services
give
CONT.P11

Stun Gun Victim At LaGuardia

be an

the floor. The first cop lifted Mark
off the floor as the second cop
again applied the shock (The Stun
Gun) to his back and side.Again,
this cop asked Mark for the $10
from the marijuana sale. Mark
answered as before . As the cops
left the room, they told Mark they
be
back
and
they
would
threatened to put the Stun Gun to
his testicles.
The cop returned. Mark said the
cop tried to use the gun on his
testicles. But Mark blocked the
Stun Gun with hiS leg; Mark began
yelling and he told the cop he had
spent the $10 at a candy store .
Mark said he lied because it was
the only way to stop them from
applying the shocks. The police
went back to the candy store
where Mark Claimed' he spent the
money. The police tried to recover
the money, but they failed.
Mark was then taken to Central
Booking and he spent the night in
jail. The next day Mark's mother
arrived with a lawyer--Marion
Kornlurg. This case the lawyer
indicated would be. open and
shut. Mark: followed the lawyer's
advice and won the case. He is
now awaiting a cash settlement.
This could take a year or
more ... Still, all this is behind Mark.
He is a student at LaGuardia
Community College , a business
major, who is now focusing on his
career goal.
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IT ISN'T JUST
A NURSING OFFICE

by Richard Burzine

Beep, Beep, Beep!
"Student struck by auto in
front
of
the
Sony
the
Building,"blares
over
voice pager in Norrin Hogan's
office. Immediately, Norrin is
out the door,picking up a
security guard armed with a
first aid kit, as she makes her
way out the lobby doors.
"Come on! Come on" she
screams at the traffic racing
across Thomson Avenue . A
quick dangerous dash through
the speeding traffic brings her
to
the
alleged
victim.
Fortunately, it is only a minor
injury, the student was. , only
grazed by the passing car. A
quick examination brings a
sigh of relief from Norrin.
This is just one of the many
aspects of the daily routing at ·
LaGuardia
Health
Services
office. Norrin Hogan is one of
the four EMT's who operate
the Health Services division of
LaGuardia Community College.
Supervised by R. N. Sandra
Schiff, Norrin and the staff
are available from 9:30am to
10 :OOpm
Mondays
through
Fridays. The Health Services
office is located in the main
building in room MB 40. They
serve
a
wide
range
of
functions from responding to
emergency
medical
calls
through
health
education
programs and health problem
referrals.
Norrin has worked here at
LaGuardia for two years while
studying for a BS degree at
City
College.
When
not
responding to calls for an
unconcious
student,head
injuries,or
bleeding
fingers,
Norrin has quite a bit of other
responsibilities at the Health
Services office.
"We are not like the old
school
nursing
officer, "Norrin
explained. "In fact, we should
be called the EMT office!"
After spending a bit of time in
the office, I had to agree . This
was a far cry from just a
place to lay down if you felt
sick. "It's not all emergency
"We
calls ,"Norrin
explained.
try to offer a large range of

services,other than just
aids for cut fingers."
Students come here for a
variety of reasons,sometimes
to find out about a particular
medicine they, or a family
member
is
taking,information
on family planning and birth
control
and
answers
to
speciiic medicai questions can
also be found here.
Indeed, I found this to be
true. During my tour of the
office, I found that there is a
wealth of information to be
had.
Information
on
practically
every
subject
in
health care is available.
"As you can see, we have
quite an assortment of books
and pamphlets,much of which
is available in the college
can
also
library. Students
come here to look up any
information
they
need."
(Although
the
books
are
generally not lent out, there is
a reading lounge available.)
to
emphasize
"We
try
at the
preventive
medicine
college," Norrin explained."We
offer a variety of preventive
programs
each
term.
This
an
oral
term,for
example,
cancer screening was held in
the lobby on October 10th.
Approx;mately
165
students
took advantage of the free
service. Back in March, a
"March is Pap test month-Women's Clinic" wa held in
conjunction with the Queens
Midwifrey
Association . Norrin
informed me that a Blood
Pressure
Screening
program
is in the works as well. Norrin
emphasized
that
these
are
programs
free
and
expressed concern that more
students
aren't
taking
advantage of the program.
Norrin
discussed
numerous
other programs that are given
concurrently
throughout
the
year.
There's
a
stress
reduction
and
relaxation
program, a well as a Stop
Smoking
program.
Cardio
Pulmonary
Resuscitation,
C.P.R. is also offered. Norrin
explained to me that for this
program
there
is
a
$10
refundable
deposit
required.
"What was happening is," she

said,"people were signing up
for the program and then they
didn't show up. This was
preventing
other
student:
from
taking
the
program.
Norrin emphasized that the
$10 was refu ndable at the end
of the course ..
One
program
thay
Norrin
really enjoys teaching is ~er
own "Excercise for ExcerClse
haters." Norrin developed the
program
herself.
for
those
who are not rushing out to buy
Jane Fonda's latest work-out
tape.
Norrin explains that "I found
that many people felt that if
they could just get started
they would like to get into. a
of regular excerClse.
routine
This program is designed for
those people who say "Gee ,I
would
really
love
to
go
swimming or running but I just
don't
have
the
time ."My
theory is that you don't have
to go to the gym and workout
to get any benefit. In the
excercise
we
do
in
this
program
we
focus
on
flexibilitv
and
awareness."
.
. . -" This
program
is
primarily
to
low
level
excercise
increase muscle tone rather
than actual body building to
give your body a healthy
workout.
The
exercise
incorporated into this program
are not strenuous. In fact,they
are merely an extension of a
daily
routine."It's
a
of
many
combination
excercises,moving out of bed
a different way,rolling
your
neck,your
shoulders,your
upper back,kind of like a cat
taking a long stretch."
Norrin would like to see
more students take advantage
of
these
programs,stressing
again that they are all free.
"We try to set these up for
the most part during club
hours, but there is a lot of
competition with other events.
We would like to gear the
program
to
what
students
want,because we would like to
see
more
peop~
participate, especially
where
there are groups and good
group dynamics."
Certainly,
preventitive
medicine
health
and
and
excercise programs are well
and good. But what happens of
a student is injured on the
campus?
If you are physically unable
to get to the Health Services
office have a friend contact
school security or staff and
tell them your exact location-room,
floor,
building,etc.They
or
will
contact
Norrin
whoever is on duty at the
Health
office.
Also,
Norrin
explained , "All of the security
staff have some basic training
in first aid,as well as C.P .R.
The security supervisors are
in
American
Red
certified
Cross Standard First Aid ."
Often the problem can be
treated right in the college
,but if you need to go to the

hospital
the
Health
Service
staff
will
arrangements
for
you to get to the hospital by
taxi--or
if
necessary
by
ambulance.
What happens when it's not a
physical injury or a severe
iliness?What if it's one of
those queasy stomachs or eyepopping headaches you get
right before a mid-term?
"We do have quiet rooms for
students to lay down and, if
needed,we also have basic nonprescription,
medication-asprin,acetomeniphin and cold
medications."
These medications and the
care that goes with them is
administered
professionally
and of course held in strictest
confidence.
"We want the students to
know that we are
here for
more than just a band-aid."
Norrin
said just as a young
female student walked into the
office--saying
"Nurse,1
feel
kinda sick.Can I go and lay
down for a while?"
Norrin
turns to me and smiles .

VASSAR PROGRAM
by Deshawn Mungin
Would you like to go for five
weeks
to
further
your
education
for
FREE?
LaGuardia Community College
in collaboration with Vassar
College has a summer program
which
enables
qualified
students to get the first hand
experience of attending a fouryear college. The Exploring
Transfer program at Vassar
College in Poughkeepsie New
York
offers
students
the
opportunity to live on campus
and to earn credits which are
applicable
to
associate
on
bachelor of arts degrees.
The
Exploring
Transfer
Student Program at Vassar
College
is cost free .
TAP
pays for students who receive
financial
aid-all
other
students attend free . The cost
includes
room,
three
your
meals
a
day,
use
of
laboratories,
the
college
recreational
and
academic
facilities.
There are five steps which
have to be completed before a
student can attend the summer
program. The first step is to
fill out an application.
The
application asks for personal
and
family
information
information and three essay
questions made up of one
hundred and fifty words each.
After
the
application
and
essay
questions
are
com(Jleted. a cO(JY of your
transcript
and
a
recommendation
from
your
teacher
are
required.
Everything is then evaluated
and the choice is
made by
teachers
and
administrators
who choose students according
to who would beef it the most.
Your
average
is
also
considered,
preferably
CO NT P.10
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Attention January Graduates of
laGuardia Community College
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As you are about to complete your two-year program you realiz
e,
wisely, that a baccalaureate degree is a priceless addition in today
's
career-oriented world.
It is the right time to complete your education at New York Institu
te of
Technology where admissions pOlicies are extremely sensitive
to the
needs of transfer students, especially in the evaluation of all prior
learning and college-level credits.
Equally important, NY IT's tuition is affordable. Generally speaking,
the undergraduate tuition for full-time students is under $5,000
a year,
one of the lowest of any private institution. And, with generous
scholarships, financial aid packages, and transfer grants, a qualit
y
education becomes accessible to everyone.
NY IT's Long Island and Manhattan campuses offer students an
environment in which their educational and social needs are consi
stently met to the satisfaction of all. A concerned and caring facult
y
and staff are ready to offer you the personal and professional
guidance that will remain with you for a lifetime.
Since you've been serious about your future so far, why not bring
it
closer to reality at NYIT? This spring.
. , ', . :care er e,ducatlon - more ,han 50 unde rgrad uate majo
rs, from
art to techn ology
, '
• Dorm itorie s at Cent ral Islip Cam pus/l iving acco mmo datio
ns
for othe r camp uses
'
• ExtracurriCUlar : a~t~yjti~s; ,vars ity spor ts for men and wom
en
, ', . Subu rban camp uses in Long .sland; urba n locat ion
in
Manh attan near Linco ln Cent er
• Coop erativ e Educ ation Prog ram - earn while you learn
• Medi cal scho ol at NVIT leads to Doct or of Oste opath y
• Mast ers degre es in eight areas inclu ding MBA
• Days - Even ings - Week ends
• Over 28,000 grad uates
• Exce llent job place ment oppo rtuni ties upon grad uatio n

....

NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

Opp ortun ity and exce llenc e . .. for toda y and tomo rrow

Return this coup ,o n today, or call the campus of your choice for
an appointment.
The Doro thy Schu re

Old West bury Camp us
Old Westbury, NY 11568
(entrance on Northern Blvd ..
Rte.2 5A)

516/6 86-75 20
The Metro polita n Cente r

1855 Broad way
New York. NY 10023

212/3 99-83 51
The Centr al ISlip Camp us

Carleton Avenue
Central Islip, NY 11722

516/3 48-32 00

-I~New
-York---ology
Institu
----------------~,
te of Techn
Old Westbury, NY 11568
I Attention of Chris Capone
II Please send
underg raduate TRANS FER information,
I Ms.
Mr._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__ ,
I Address - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ __
I Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone (
:

I
I

Area of interest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
____

_ __
Campu s you wish to attend _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
__ _ __ _ _
College you now attend

~----------------------

.....
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RADIO FROM p1
VETERANS:
A
APART
by Richard Hamihon

BREED

Old soldiers never die ,they
just fade away.
So spoke General Douglas
MacArthur when relieved of
.his
command
after
having
served
weith
distinction
in
both World Wars and Korea.
He might have added that
they and their comrades in
. arms have always responded
; ..• ; to the call when needed-particualrly in times of war or
a police action. Whatever the
political
designation
may
be,the physical hazards and
the trauma of those involved
are often greater than what
most civilians are forced to
erldure- and
in
this
sense,
hey are a breed apart.
Then too ' there is frequently
an arbitrary distinction made
as to the veterans time of
service.That
is,
when
we
returned after World War II ,
the banners were waving,the
bands pl;ayed and the people
gave
us
an
enthusiastic
welcorne : hom~ . Bul '.not 'so for
. the,. Vieinam . Vetsl They were
scorned and despised by their
countrymen. Even if a mistake
was made, it was the leaders
(not the soldiers) who were at
fauh.
. No"" in order to ameliorate
the plight and compensate for
the
numerous
Injustices
Inflicted
on
them.LaGuardia
has long been in the forefront
of lhose inslilutions dedicated
to
their
rehabilitation
and
academic betterment.
Launched
in
1971
and
currently under
the able
direction of Samuel Farrell , a
ot Long Island
graduate
University
and
former
coordinator
of
the
Mathematics
program,
the
Veterans'
Education
and
Counseling
Service
has
achieved illl>ressive resuhs.
In . desc;ribing .; .. the • Center's
pperatio,ns. "
·, Mr.
Farrell
explained that the objectives
were threefold:
1. To assist the veterans in
'. '. adjusting to civilian life
2;TO . improve ' reading
and
mathematics ,skills in order to
help · vets acquire the high
school equivalency certificate
3. To encourage those who
complete
the
program
to
continue their education at the
, college level.. . . . "
From' ". its inception in
through
1984,
2,431
enrolled
of
whom
. (70%) have graduated
school and 899 (53%)
... ' . gone on to ' LaGuardia or
colleges.

,',,:

1971
have
1,699
high
have
other

FEES from p1
many of them have jobs to go to
and other engagements which
hinders their participation.
Susanna
Toribio.
a
Data
Processing major is an example of
that student who doesn't have
time. "I have a family to support,
she said, "and there is no free time
for hanging out". When Ms.
Toribio was asked, what did she
think
the
student
activities
department has done for students
and for the school? Her response
was "student activities has done
nothing to improve the quality of
services
needed
here
at
LaGuardia. Toribio believes that
student activities should institute
something new. "There are many
students who need housing, I feel
the student activities department
should at least assist them in
finding
some
means
of
sheher,"she said.
Why does Toribio think they
should help? "I think activities
should J'lelp because they are
representives of the students
here at laGuardia. and they
should get inVOlved".
But not all students feel the way
Susanna Toribio feels. Julie
Torres is a student with a
completely different idea about
Student Activities. Ms. Torres who
is currently a student at Middle
College High School, enjoys
being involved with student
activities.
The
Recreational
Department is her favorite, "I enjoy
playing basketball and also
working out In the weight lifting
room". There are students who
don't have the time to get

finally at the inplementation stage.
The executive board has been
established and a massive training
program ha s already begun.
Besides technical and vocal
training
(where
necessary)
members of the radio organization
will be visitiing professional
stations as well as other CUNY
radio stations, and plan to attend a
one-day college radio conference
In Conneticut. As Mr. Merchant
put it, "The goal is for it to be
undoubtedly the most fantastic
station in the CUNY system."
The reactivation of WLGC will
begin with a ribbon cutting
ceremony and a special prerecorded program to highlight the
stations rebirth. Though an actual
on-air date has not yet been
established work has begun on
the Initial days programming. The
program will be recorded in
advance to assist in the trainning
process by givil'\9 the students
the opportunity
to prepare a
profeSSional radio program without
having to do it live. Most of the
studenrts involved in the station
have no previous experience on
the air and using a pre-recorded
program for the initial day of
programming will give them
chance to be themselves and
hopefully give them more selfconfidence.
When asked to sum up the
purpose of the radio station Mr.
Merchant replied , "I would like to
see the station as another
opportunity for the expression of
students in the college; for
student interaction, and also
another opportunity to give them a
chance to develop more skills, but
the ultimate goal is to make the
college experience rewarding."
Those wishing to get involved in
the radio organization can contact
Mr. Merchant In roomM 115.
MOSES FROM P1

involved, but there are also plenty
of students here at LaGuardia who
have time to kill. "They should get
involved," said Torres, "there are
so many different things to do. If
you are interested in a sport, game
or weight-lifting, you should come
over, it is fun and a great way to
meet people".
Ms. Torres seemed to echo
everyones
view
about
the
Recreational Department. It was
apparent from the smile on her
face and the gleam in her eyes,
that she thought the recreational
area was adequate and pleasent
place to spend free time. Julie
Torres upon leaving Middle
College High School, plans to
attend laGuardia and major in
Uberal Arts.
Obviously, there are those
students who feel the Student
Activities Department have done
nothing to improve the quality of
services. Then, there are those
ardent believers who appreciate
what is being dome here at
LaGuardia. Blanca Arbito put it
very well when she said "The
Student Activities Department is a
key area within the college. This is
the place where students seeking
information about other programs
come, and we are here to try and
help".
The student activities department
is located in room M 115, and they
are there to answer all questions
anrt are there tryinQ to hAlo VOl I
with any problem you might have.

..... ..
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Queens CoDege. A wave of ,
, ,"
t. "
emotion swept the students as
......
t."
Ii
well as Sanders.
This was
n.""
It.'"
evidenced by the fact that as the
••,..,n
, ••.•
students exited the
stage, they greeted Moses with
hugs,
while
unsucessfully
attelll>ting to hold back the tears.
Queens Borough President
Claire Shulman was on hand to
observe graduation, and took
notice of relationship between the
head of security
and
the
laGuardia graduates.
say that while it means a great deal
At the conclusion of the ce
to him, the nomination also
remonies,
enhances the image of laGuardia.
Shulman and a host of others
"I
think (more) students would
approached Sanders to meet the
want
to come to the college. It's
one who means a great deal
very
good
for the university." He
personally as well as economically
adds
the
importance
of obtaining
to the college. Apparently, Moses
additional students by stating. "To '.
Sanders caring for the benefit of
help the university grow, we need
the student makes him a valuable
more students.
The students
commodity to the school. Being
come first, because without the
presented with the opportunity to
students, there is no University.
achieve this award gives him a
That's my theory, and I'll never
great feeling of worth to himself as
change it as long as I work for
well as LaGuardia. Sanders says
LaGuardia Community College."
"It gives me a feeling within myself
As you can clearly see
to know I am doing something
Moses
Sanders
is obviously worth
good for the university and for the
the
nomination
for
this fine award.
city. It gives me a good feeling
He
truly
appreCiates
our school,
inside just to know I am doing
and
LaGuardia
returns
the
something to save lives. beyond
sentiment.
Moses
Sanders
is
truly
the call of my duty."
a man deserving of the Mayor's
"I like to do things to help other
Trophy
Award.
people, that's me in general. I go
out of my way to help people ." he
continued.
He also goes on to

as the potential winners; then six
winners will be chosen
from
among these twelve, and attend
a ceremony at the Rooseveh
Hotel where
they
will
be
presented with a plaque in their
honor.
The remaining six are
automatic contenders for the
following year.
The Mayor's office obviously
noticed something unique about
the way Moses Sanders dedicates
himself to his job. An official was
dispatched from the office to
observe Moses in his everyday
atmosphere at LaGuardia. He was
duly impressed by the extra
activities Sanders carries out for
the well-being of the coHege, and
passed his impressions on to the
Mayor's office.
Helping the
students cross the street is one of
those activities which Sanders
.' does not have to take the time for,
.' but performs anyWay. He takes
the simple task of helping
LaGuardia students reacn the
comers safely extremely seriously
and acknowledges,"My job is to
save lives, and by doing this, if I
save one life, it's worth it."
The kind of dedication to an
activity such as the one previously
described, as well as Sanders'
other various activities around
laGuardia, gives the students and
faculty a sense of caring towards
him. During the 1986 LaGuardia
graduation exercises held at
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BY HOWARD BROWN
It was the tenth of October --a
Friday as I recall. The thought of
me standing outside my school
10: 00 at night in the cold was a
bit unbelievable to me .I've always
been one to put as much dist ance
between me and the school as
possible, especially after a school
day. Maybe some of you can
identify with that.l know some of
you are laughing too and asking if
I was crazy to be there in the first
place
Well speaking for myself and the
more than 15 people waiting to
get in the school doors this was an
important event. So important
that people paid as much as four
dollars at the door to get in. The
luckier ones bought tickets in
advance and paid only three
The question now
dollars .
what?
for
es
becom
For those people who missed it,
Community
LaGuardia
the
College "Welcome Back Dance"
was being held in the skylight area
of our school . The doors were a
little late in opening and by the
time they did twice as many
people were waiting to get in,
some a bit upset at the wait.
When the doors finally opened
the people began streaming · in
one by one. As I walked in the
beat of the music and the warmth
of the building made me feel in
the mood for fun . I handed the
security guard my reporter's pass
and I was in.
Being one of inquisitive and
you are
curious mind I know
called
being
this
asking , "why was
a Welqome Back Dance ? "To
answer that question and a few
others that I had ,I talked to the
people in charge . They were
Ms.Eugenie White, the Student
Govemment President and Luis
Merchant wh,o is in charge of
college wide programs.1 asked Ms.
White who was this dance
supposed to welcome back? She
told me that it was for no specific
person but for a very important
group of students attending our
school, the freshmen. She said
that the purpose of the dance was

WELCOME BACK
DANCE

to "Attract the newer students
(freshmen) to the social aspects of
our school, or in other words to
make . the new students more
aware of the school they are
attending".
The idea was generated by Ms.
White and SAC. other wise
known as Student Activit~es
Committiee. Likewise the money
needed to produce the event was
generated by both the Student
Government and the SAC.' s
budgets. Both Ms. White and Mr.
Merchant made it clear that the
dance was non-profit.The dance,
rather,was held for people to
enjoy themselves. As with many
of the dances and parties held at
one
this
before
LaGuardia
everything was running smoothly.
Tickets were ordered ;and though
there was a little concern over slow
ticket sales, they did pick up.
Provisions for food and drink were
also being finalized and word of
mouth an·d fliers passed the news
of the dance throughout the
school . Both Ms. White and Mr.
Merchant were in agreement
when it came to estimates on hoW
many people would turn out for
the dance--both agreed--about
300-400 people. In terms of turn
out Mr. Merchant told me that
security would be on hand. He
even went so far as to tell me what
kind of music would be played,

be
would
it
that
stating
predominantly disco. I heard food
would be served so I naturally
asked what kinds of foods and
beverages?Sodas and hot dogs
could
answer.1
the
were
light,
being
food
the
understand
too
get
would
one
no
this way
them
t
preven
to
down
d
weighe
from danCing
. Needless to say there would
be no alcohol on the premises.
That of course eliminated any on
the scene drunks. Mr. Merchant
also added that there would be a
very close watch for any of those
people who felt like getting drunk
first and then attend the party.
"The only
Mr.Merchant said
ly was
possib
see
problem I could
In
.
wding"
overcro
of
one
Mr.
w
intervie
the
ding
conclu
Merchant solidified Ms. White's
explanation of why the dance was
being done saying "They just
wanted people to attend to get
more of a feel about the school"
. With intevriews take!) care of two
days before the dance things
were very clear in my mind as to
what to expect at the dance . As I
was saying before, after hanging
up my coat at the convenient coat
check counter for a mere .50 I was
on my way. My first target was the
the
of
charge
in
person
s
upstair
went
I
So
.
inment
enterta
to the skylight area,climbed up the
other flight of stairs to the lobby-of

the theater and there was the
control center so to speak. I
looked around and there was no
mistaking: this was the music
center--I saw two turntables with a
mixer in between, and a rack of
power amps,wired to the speakers
which were almost as tall as me.
There was no need to wonder
whether the sound would be
adequate enough to fill the 3
used for the
being
floors
dance.My opinion is it did more
than the job.
I stood and watched a large heavy
set individual standing behind the
controls. He went back and forth
sorting records and mixing the
music. I managed to catch him
after he handed the controls to
someone else .He told me that his
name was Matthew West and that
he has been attending LaGuardia
for almost two years now.1 saw two
other gentlemen who to me were
clearly part of his team and asked
him their names . He said they
were Brian Mathews and Larry
Clark and they were his good
friends who agreed to help him
with the taskof keeping a few
hundred people musically happy
until 3:00 in the morning. Mathew
said that he DJs as a hobby and
was approached by the organizing
committee of the dance. He said
"After coming to terms a contract
was written and signed and here I
am."
Before I could get anymore out of
him, he was called back to his
controls. He then continued to mix
some Club music" to the already
well liked "Hip-Hop" music. By
11 :00 it was crowded. Mr.
Merchant's speculation about the
overcrowding turned out to be a
harsh reality. So harsh in fact that
soon the doors had to be shut and
there were a few people waiting to
get in,well maybe more than just a
few. The dance attracted the
mainly black and Hispanic and only
a few whites. I guess that refelcts
our general school population.
After a while, I gave up looking for
variety in the crowd. Forgive me if I
am stereotyping, but it seems that
everyone at the dance fell into
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WHAT'S UP AT LAGUARDIA?
by Melenle Perry
GET ACTIVE NOWI!!!
Many of the students here at
LaGuardia don't take advantage
and
clubs
many
the
of
LaGuardia
activities offered
a
have
students
helps
their
"
in
t
interes
lar
particu
them
providing
by
classes
that
s
activitie
social
with
have something to do with
personal
and
majors
their
Daisy
to
ing
Accord
s.
hobbie
nator,
Coordi
Club
Rodriguez,
"The clubs here at LaGuardia
are based on students ethnic
and
majors,
backgrounds,
cultural lives." Rodriguez also
explained that students may
join more than one club as long
as it does not interfere with
their courses . Also students
are not obligated to attend
but they do
every meeting

Dominican
the
about
learn
pertaining to the specific club
ic."
Republ
.
they are in. For instance, if a
of
lot
a
gain
Students
student misses a club meeting
knowledge about their cultural
he/she will be most likely
fonner
says
history,"
excused if he /she is out
Danilo
nt,
Preside
an
for
sponsors
getting
not
does
club
Trinidad."The
activity.
club
upcoming
ican
Domin
discuss
only
said, "students
Rodriquez
discusses
also
but
issues,
of
age
advant
take
should
different topics that they may
clubs
different
getting . into
want to talk about,such as
because it keeps them active
different
planning
and gives them a great deal of
work
school
activities,their
exposure and experience of
We
s.
and personal problem
what it is like in the outside
serve as a guidance to our
world ."
students·.... . We also help tutor
Ihe 1)oniiriican dub serves
different
with
them
The
as a cultural institution
and
Math
as
subjects,such
club members are informed on
English.
cultural
various
the
and Trinidad
Both Delgado
backgrounds, says the club
reason why
the
that
agree
Delgado.
Manuel
president
so much is
club
they like their
have to
"The members don't
because they enjoy helping
be Dominican in order to join
more
learning
and
others
It is open to all
the club.
e.
heritag
their
about
t
differen
of
students
The Dominican Club meets
n::ltin n::llitipc; who mav want to

every Wednesday in SB14 at
1:20 --2:30 and they urge all
students to join.
meets
Club
Fashion
The
in
:20
1
at
sday
Wedne
every
club
the
S118. "Every year
new
a
elect
members
President and Vice President,"
says Lateet Molette,the club
president. Molette works with
Vice President Vern F. Harris
the
Johnson,
Pamela
and
Fashion coordinator and her
assistant, Costonia Sheppard.
"Every Wednesday we get
the group together and have
them go over the steps and
routines. We show them where
they are going bad and update
their points and tell them to
practice when they go home.
And in their . spare time we
encourage them to look in the
mirror and go over certain
they can gel
things so
r for when
togethe
themselves
n1n
,...."",.,,+
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by Paula Hatzoglou
There are hundreds of them .
You
see them everyday,life
forms that slug by you ; in
fact , you may be one of them-one
of
those
uninvolved
students who do not realize
there are career opportunities
available
to
you
at
LaGuardia .That is , the college
has a program that can change
your life.
The English Department can
start you off on a rewarding
career that could one day have
you
traveling
abroad
or
anchoring a televison show.
Inpossible you say? I was one
of those uninvolved students
until
I
met
Peter
Rondinone ,LaGuardia's
journalism instructor who is
also faculty advisor of the
school
newspaper-- The
Bridge.
Although the college doesn't
offer a journalism degree,the
English
Department
provides
electives in Journalism.
A person involved in the
English
Department
receives
experience
in
writing
journalism by working for the
school newspaper, The Bridgy.
This is a valuable experience
for
anyone
ineterested
in
joumtilism as a career or
major. Proof of this
are The
Bridge reporters who now get
paid for working as reporters
on
The New York Student
newspaper.These
students,
Miriam
Abreu
(The
Bridge
assistant editor) and James
McMenamin,arts editor) began
as students in the journalism
class.McMenamin
also works
as a · reporter for Eastern
District News.
Scott
Engel,
the
editor-inchief, is also actively seeking
a ' position as a professional
journalist
as
a
Sports
writer.ThOugh Engel does not
have a degree yet, he says he
does not mind starting at the
bottom of the ladder, at an
entry level position.
Engel was a journalislT! buff
in high school and he became
interested
in
journalism
at
LaGuardia
when he saw the
school paper. "I knew it would
help
me
develop
my
journalism
skills,"
says
Engel,".and it would help me
>

JOURNALISM
PROGRAM

with the journalism program
because of my own experience
with my college newspaper at City
College . I have complete faith
based on my experience that
working on the school newspaper
can lead to a career in
journalism.While I was editor of my
school paper, for exampl e, I
became
college
campus
correspondent for The New York
Times--a stringer, who got paid by
the page."
After the Times , Mr. Rondinone
went on to write for
Omni
magazine ,for three years and he
has also
contributed to Self
Magazine ,Change and Twilight
Zone Magazine--where he was a
coulmnist.
"Beside
journalism ,"
Mr.
Rondinone says ," I also write
movie and television scripts for
shows like Moonlighting. And one
film I wrote,Housing Project U.S.A.
was produced by Warner Brother s
and shown on PBS."
This reporter wa s struck by the
wide variety of Mr.Rondinone's
writing
background.
And
I
wondered why he got involved
with The Bridge.
"When I came to LaGuardia as an
adjunct," says Mr.Rondinone,"1
picked up a copy of The Bridge,
and I was impressed by its quality.
That's when I met Michael Blaine
who founded the paper."
After talking to Scott Enqel,Nin~
Hollingsworth "
and
Peter
Rondinone , I was more and more
convinced that students like me
could get valuable experience
working for the school paper.

a

live my life as a writer."
When asked how one becomes
part of the newspaper,Scott
replied ,"Simply by joining our
staff."
.'
Another
student
in
the
journalism
course
is
Nina
Hollingsworth. She is the news
editor of The Bridge. For two
years, she
had also once
worked as a reporter for the
"Berkley
Democrat
Newspaper" in South Carolina.
Through this job experience,
Hollingsworth
gained
a
considerable
ammount
of
knowledge about the printing
business.
. Why did she get involved ' In
journalism?
Nina
explained
that
wheh
she
came
to
LaGuardia she noticed that
courses
were
offered
in
journalism,
and "the writing
aspect" interested hermost.
"In the journalism course,"
she
adds ,"you
have
the
opportunity to write for the
Bridge and you become more
aware
of
the
journalism
industry by takingp~~ in ; field
trips . such as the recent visit
to the studio of CNN NeWs."
Hollingsworth also stated that the
benefit of journalism is "you can
practice the techniques you've
learned in class in the field when
you do your article aSSignments
paper."
The Bridge, according to the
faculty advisor, Peter Rondinone,
is published once a quarter for
three quarters .. It has a print run of
anywhere from 3,000 t? 5,000
copies per issue. It IS then
distributed around the school.
The paper is placed in vario~s
Iocations,such as the cafetena,
the library, the information desk
and in the front lobby.
The newspaper has a potential
audience
of
16,000

students, including
day
extended day students.
Bridge office is located in M 112.
This reporter had an oppportunity
to meet Mr. Rondinone
as a
in
his
Broadcast
student
Journalism course. He informed
me that LaGuardia has internships
for
journalism
students
at
NBC,Fairchild Publications, and
through other media companies.
"The program gives journalism
students a start in a writing career,"
he says."And as far as I know two
year COlleges haven't traditionally
prepared students for journalism
careers,as do the four year
schools . This is one the things
that makes LaGuardia unique."
"As faculty adviso r, " he adds,"1
would like to ' become involved In
cerat ing a new major at LaGuradia
in publishing--for studnets who
can learn the skills needed to go
out and get a job right after
graduation.They might work as
copy
ediors,editorial
aSistants,reporters for company
newsletters,etc. The opportunities
are
enormous. Nearly
every
business in New York City has an
in-house publiqation ot¥>.~kind . ;
oranather."
.
. ..
Mr. Hondinone points out that any
.' student can join the school paper
'without any prior journalism or
writing
experience.
Mr.
Rondinone stressed that students
should be aware that having been
involved in the school newspaper
can also help them in careers
other than journalism.
"It shows an employer," says Mr.
Rondinone, "that you are an
individual
with
ambition ,organizational skills, ~nd
most important, communication
skills.After all even in a computer
firm an employee may b~ called
memo or a
upon to write a
business letter. One never knows
when that writing skill will payoff
When asked what Mr. Rondinone
liked about working at LaGuardia,
he replied,"1 like being involved

The Bridge Goes High
Tech: This issue of the
ridge was publlshed on a
wcomputer
ystem,Pagemaker,whlch
nables the paper to be
ubllshed for less the cost
f normal publication. In the
ast this paper spent $500
n typeseHlng (which Is
ow done on our computer)
nd $500 on a layout
rtlst(who Is no longer
eel).The layout has
n done entirely on the
omputer screen.And thus,
he paper now saves $1,000
r Issue.The only cost Is
rlntlng,roughly $500.0ver
he next three Issues,The
ridge will save Student
cttvlty funds $3,000. We
re plea.sed to serve our
nts

Student Internsh ipProgra'm s
by Carmella Graham
Many students who
attend
LaGuardia Community College
look forward to more than
just going to school.
The
students look forward to the
quarter when they can get
hands-on work experience in
an internship.
When a student is told he/she
has to go on an intership, the
first thing that come s to mind
is money.
For exampl e, one
student. Jean harris wonders
how sh e will make it on her

intemship wHhout an income.
Her major is nursing and her
program is voluntary .
Mr. Theodore , one of the
coordinators
of
the
Co-op
Program
explains
that
"Depending upon your major,
everybody must take co-op
prep
and
an
introductory
course related to your major.
You also need 18 credits or
more
to
go
out
on
an
internship and at least a 2.0
G.P.A. There are a variety of
places
you
cou ld
intern ,
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depending on your major."
For example, he adds,"if
you were in computer science
you might work at I.B.M.
If
you
were
interested
in
journalism,
there
are
internships available at C.B .S.
and
Midday
.Live ."
Mr.
Theodore
also
states that ,"
Many
internships
have
volunteer
programs
like
I
T .V .
stations,
hOSpl't as,
nursing homes etc.
Whether
a company pays or not really
depends upon the field applied

for. But when it comes down
to the point of PAID-VS-NONPAID, there is no battle. It is
what you put into it and what
you get out of it. "
That was not
the way
Douglas Jones,a student, felt
about it. Mr. Jones went on a
PAID
internship
with
a
company and did outstanding
work.
As
a result , the
company decided
to ask him
to stay permanently and he
accepted.
Mr. Jones stated ,
CONT. P10
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VASSAR from p 5
students with a B average.
The courses offered change
every summer according to
which
teachers
participate.
The courses that were offered
last summer were all liberal
arts classes.
Biology and
Ethics:
Genetic
Engineering,
Community
Studies,
Computing as a resource, and
a Literature and Politics class.
David Lee, a LaGuardia student
who attended Vassar this past
summer
said,"The
computer
course was the best class for
me.
It was very demanding
and it required lots of work,
which was challenging."
The
Exploring
Transfer
program has completed its
In
second successful season.
1985 there were twentY-Six
participants and thirty-two in
1986.
The concept for the
pilot program grew from the
realization that while one of
the
primary
aims
of
community
colleges
is
to
encourage the most
capable
students
to
continue
their
educations towards bachelors
degrees, an increasing number
with the abililty and potential
to
benefit
from
further
education fail to apply to a
four-year
college.
John
Chaffee
one
of
the
coordinators ,says," One of
the
major
goals" of
the
program is for participants to
apply for transfer to colleges
Ul;;\t,lh~¥ '. normally
wouldn't
consider.";' ., ."Y'
According to John Chaffee,"
LaGui;lrdia
students
did

;';;~;;:~·;:~(';~f~~16Ht~~'~fi'''·'
other
students
with
whom
they didn't know until they
attended Vassar. The program
is
very
challenging
and
demanding and the "overall
average of LaGuardia students
wasaB.
Nina Hollingsworth, who
also attended Vassar College
said," Attending Vassar has
prepared me for what
is
demanded of me in a four-year
college.
It is hard but you
have to
have determination."
Both David Lee and Nina
Hollingsworth
agreed
that
every student should attend
experience.
Vassar for the
David enjoyed the atmosphere
while
Nina enjoyed the
facilities, which include tennis
courts, swimming pools and
she said," I made some very
special friends there."
One
can only attend the Exploring
Transfer Program once.
John
Chaffee said that its only fair
it
gives
other
because
applicants the opportunity to
attend.
Attending Vassar's
Exploring
Transfer
Summer
program
also means that students have
more of an advantage of
getting
into
a
four-year
college of their choice, than
students who don't attend the
program.
Having Vassar's
name on your transcript looks

very impressive.
If you are" interested in the
Exploring
Transfer" program
for the summer of 1987,
contact John Chaffee in room
M120.
DANCE from p8
one category "Party Crowd," at
least from what I saw.The intensity
level seemed to fluctuate. It was
high wheh Hip-Hop was played
and low when club music was
played.
For example, when Hip Hop came
on two people started dancing in a
wild frenzy and it seemed to
spread through out the dance
floor. But when "Club Music"
played it was a different story.
People started to fade. Needless
to say, rap songs such as "The
Wop Dance" were the crowd
movers!
In every party or dance· you will
always find one person on the,
sidline,so
to
speak.
And
commenting on these type of
people
Belinda
Berry
said,"They're just holding up the
walls." She was quick to add that
she noticed a lot of people didn't
like the club music being played.
The term Ms. Berry used for this
music was "Garage Music." So
naturally I asked her what she
meant (so you the reader would
She
said,
"In
understand).
Manhattan there's a night spot
known as the Garage and they
specialize in playing sort of upbeat
disco music." It turned out to be a
concensus among every one I
talked to leaning against the wall.
Kevin and Tisha felt the same as
Ms. Berry and so did Micael Hunt -although he expressed himself in
a manner which I cannot repeat .
One 'group(.ot,!'1r~~, ~pp,e'N~nt.
so far as 10 start yeHIf~g "Tum If
Off." But no one really heard and
the one that did just ignored them
~~tely~8y J:OO am the place
was filling up with Ciga(ette sO?Oke ,~
and the smoke began to form a'"
haze on the cieling.
One thing that did surprise me
was three girls managed to sneak
a few Calvin Coolers into the
dance. It wasn't hard liquor still
when I identified myself as a
school reporter they quickly
concealed it. Alcohol is forbidden
at the school.
In summing things up, I would say
that everything went well and
according to plan. There were no
problems and everybody seemed
to have a good time. I think Mr.
Merchant and Ms. White along
with SAC. should be proud of
the outstanding job they had
done. They accomplished what
they set out to accomplish. They
wanted to get our students
together and they did.ln fact, I
found living proof of this:
Two people I interviewed earlier
were not together when they
came to the dance, but they left
together. I'm sure Brian T,as he
calls himself, and Tracy Smith got
their money's worth. So next time
you hear about one of our school
parties ,come on down.
what's up from p 8
it
comes
time
for
dress
rehearsals and fashion shows
.We want everything to work
out beautifully."
"We go over different steps-like how to turn and how to
walk
in
the
fashion
show,which is held once a
year," adds Molette."We tell
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students
to
relax.During
a
show, the model should not get
nervous .More or less the
model Should be up there doing
it . for herself--not for the
crowd."
Molette has put on fashion
shows for the youth Council,
Riker's
Island
inmates,
Benedicts Hospital and many
other organizations.
.
Costonia
Sheppard,the
assistant
coordinator,
points
out that another advantage of
being in the fashion club is
how it can help a person get a
job. "Fashion
models
leam
how
to
walk
and
carry
themselves and this skill can
be
importar)t
on
a
job
interview where you are being
judged on your appearance."
"The reason why I joined the
club," adds Sheppard,"for the
third time, is because I enjoy
being involved in the act of
fashion. I enjoy being avantgard--a
French
word
in
fashion which means being
ahead of the times.Also, I am
planning to transfer to the
Fashion
Institute
of
Technology in order to major
in fashion design. Presently I
design my own clothing."
In fact, Sheppard along with
others work on designin£j ~and
sewing) the clothes which the
members of the club will
eventually model.
There is only one fashion
show held each year. The club
members take as much time as
they need to prepare and
practice
for
the
show.
According
to
MoleHe:When
we put on our show the people
who come to see us enjoy
themselves. And the models
all feel they have ,made some
type of accomptishm!'lnt and
the success will make them
want to join the club again."
Molette explained that the
fashion shows are held in the
auditorium and after the show
there
is
a
party
or
a
celebration. Last year, the club
sold 195 tickets before the
doors closed."
Molette encourages students
to join the club. Hopefully the
club's new video will help
bring in new members. The
shows which are taped are
available
to
students
who
would like to see them. There
are now forty members in the
club,says
Molette "and more
keep coming."
INTERNS cont. from p9
"If I wasn't getting paid I don't

feel I would have put that
much effort into it."
Douglas
Jones
now
attends
Old
Westbury
College
on
a
basketball scholarship.
Students may also wonder
what about
a stipened.
A
is funds
received
stipened
when your internship is not
funds
paying.
These
your
contribute
to
lunch
and
transportation
allowance.
taken
Classes
can
be

during
your
internship
on
your
work
depending
schedule. Mr. Theodore adds,
are
an
"Internships
investment
in
your
future.
Surely
a
good
experience
makes a good resume."
FINANCIAL NEWS
by Cassandra Williams
LaGuardia students will be
pleased to know that the
Federal
Government
has
prOjected
that
student
financial aid for the 1986-87
school year is available to the
tune of nearly two billion
dollars. "The bulk of this aid
will be available in the form of
guarenteed student loans, Pell
and State grants. Scholarship
programsd are also available.
Several
changes
will
be
evident to students--the most
striking being that loansd of
over $1,000 willi no longer be
given in one lump sum to
students,
but
in
multiple
disbursments directly to the
students.
If you wish to apply for
loans,or grants chekc
with
at
the
your
counselors
LaGuardiia Financial Aid Office
(MB-04),as soon as possible.
They will be able to advice
you on requirements, deaQ.line
for applications, etc.

END TO POVERTY
by Lia Quinde
On
October
1st,Colombian
President
Virgilio
Barcos
addressed
the
United
Nations,asking
them
for
immediate action against one
of the most srious problems
facing . many nations in the
world--especially
Latin
America, the Caribbean and
africa,
That
is,
absolute
poverty.
He invited the United nations
to create an action program to
find
a
solution
for
this
problem. he wants the United
Nation~ to interest the world
in building a new society here
everbody can be assured for
their well-being.
He made a special appeal to
latin American coutnries to
work
for
solidarity
against
povertY,which he consdiers a
terrible social calamity.
He said that among the
Colombian peop\e,25 percent
are in absolute poverty. He
mentioned some measures he
has taken to relieve some of
the
problems.
However he
added,terorism and narcotics
traffic are another
two
crimes against humanity. He
called for a way to end these
crimes, which claim the lives
of innocent victims in many
coutnries .
and
its
struggle
Colombia
against these
crimes
have
meant
losingh
eminent
of
the
justices,members
cont. p11
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RAP FROM P2
with that image , thus, they think
it's o.k. in the society."
Joseph Simmons, (also known as
Run of the trio, Run DMC and Jam
Master Jay) attended LaGuardia
Community College for several
quarters majoring in Human
SeNices
concentrating on
Mortuary Science.
Mr. Adlere points out that" Run
organized his first record, 'That's
The Way It Is' sitting in a classroom
at LaGuardia. Run always had a
plan that he'd always have a job.
People are always dying. "
Bill
Adlere
concluded
the
inteNiew with tips on how to break
into the rap industry. "Send us a
tape. If we like it we'll let you know.
Russell Simmons (Rush of Rush
Pr~ductions) looks for personality,
attitude
and
indiviiduality.
SUCKER M.C.'S NEED NOT
APPLY!!!
If you feel you can meet these
qualifications, and you want to
follow in the alumni foot steps of
Run, send your tapes to:
Rush Productions
298 Elizabeth Street
Manhattan; N.Y. 10012
Attn. Bill Stephanie AS.A.
PARKING from p2
spaces now on the roof of that
building.
Longobardi says LaGuardia is
still working on projects like
the
possibility
of
students
soon .being able to park in the
newly' paved
lot on
47th
Avenue and 30th place.
Even though it's not the
responsibility of the school to
address this problem Dean
Stapleton and AI Longobardi
will continue on our behalf to
solve the parking crisis ' at
LaGuardia.
(Having written this story, I
thought I had covered all the
negative
characteristics
of
parking around the school.But
then, a few weeks ago,l left
Laguardia and found myself
frozen with grief--Iooking at
an
empty
parking
space ... Someone had stolen my
car!!!)
POVERTY from p10
Armed focres and humble men
and women to assistant ions
. and
conflict.
Although
Colombia has paid a very high
price to rid itself of these
crimes,Barcos wnats to prove
to the Assembly that he would
continue to work against these
_criminals.
. .. . ... _.. _.
In reference to the conflicts
in
many
Central
American
countries, he reaffirmed the
interest and faith his coutnry
has
in
the
Contradora
negotiations, whihc are trying
to find ways to stop any
firther conflicts in that area.
He said that one of the
factors
against
underdeveloped
countries
is
their foreign debt. In addition,
many coutnries have a mssive
unemployment
rate
that
in
many cases is more than 15
percent.
Besides this,they also suffer

GET INVOLVED FROM 4
internships to Human SeNices
and Middle College students.
The not-so-average
LaGuardia
student arrives at
school, goes to class to ' satify
several credits, and afterwards,
he/she heads straight for a club
meeting.
"Part of learning and part of your
educational experiences can take
place as
part of Student
Government and club activities.
You can learn a lot through that
avenue.," according to college
President Dr. Joseph Shenker.
cont. POVERTY from p 10
from a lack of
international
trade.
he said that Latiin
America
is
worried
about
their low
financial resources
while they have a high foreign
debt to pay.
There is little
cpaital
left
to
use
on
investments
to create new
jobs in industry,for exmaple.
He
said
the
industrialized
nations
shouyld
stop
protectionism and buy more
products
from
these
developing
Lation
American
coutnries.
He finished his speech by
telling
memebers
Qf
the
General assembly
that
speical
consideratins
should be taken when delaing
with underdevelped coutnries
so as not to make them suffer
any more than they already
have
suffered.
It
is only
through a war against poverty
and a fifght to equality that
we can hope to ' achieve,
indicated President Barcos.

Rhoesan
Moss:Since
LaGuardia goes by a four
quarter system much more
work has to be covered in a
very short period of time.This
is true in every class,so that
makes all classes tough. The
real challenge is getting good
grades when your class only
meets
twice
a
week.An
Algebra class that I had gave
me
trouble
for . that
very
met only
reason.The
class
twice a week for two hours a
day and it seemed like there
was a lot of work to be done in
a short period of time. In that
class we had to cover forty
chapters of our textbook in
ten weeks and that was hard
to do.
Darryl
Nevllle:The
hardest classes that I have
taken at LaGuardia so far have
been Biology and Introduction
to
Philosophy.Although
both
classes are entertaining, they
still tend ' to drive your mind
crazy. But Biology is really
not a very difficult class once
the terminology is understood.'
Once this occurs,you should
pass the class almost easily.
Philosophy, however,
is
a
totally
different
way
of
have
to
take
thinking.You
someone's
philosophy
of
life,whether it be Darwin's or
Wilson's or whomever, and
translate it into your own
managed to pass the
it
was
a
real

THE
INQUIRING •
PHOTOGRAPHER:
Erik Bess
What
is
the
most
difficult course you have
taken at LaGuardia?
Randi
Ambrose:
Kecia
Glover:Composition
Philosophy of Religion is hard
1
was
hard
because
I don't like
because
any
class
that
to
write.At
that
time,
I had
questions views that a person
trouble with punctuation and I
has grown up believing in is
wasn't
always
sure
about
very hard. It is difficult to be
where
to
put
commas.
At
critical
of one's own religous
times,
I
would
use
the
wrong
beliefs.
Usually
a
person
tense
of
words
and
my
believes in something becasue
sentence structure was poor. I
they have been told that it is
had
to visit the writing center
good,but there is no place for
very
often because I was
that in the class because
determined
to get a good grade
everything
is examined.
in
this
class.
We
were
Man's view of himself in the
required
to
write
journals
world, and how all of this is
everyday
and
sometimes
the
reflected in his religion is
journals
would
back
up
which
discussed.
Most
people
created a problem. Also we had
wouldn't
take
this
course
to
write many essays which
because they don't want their
counted heavily in the class.
beliefs questioned .But if they
did they would find this class
ve interest
and unique.
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LAGUARDIA
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
1st.
ANNUAL
STUDENT
, LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
The
Student
Activities
Department,Student
Government
and
Student
are
Activities
Committee
sponsoring
LaGuardia's
first
Annual
Student
Leadership
Conference
scheduled
for
December
5-7,1986 ,
at
Deerpark
Farms
Resort, Cuddebackville, New
York. The main purpose for
conducting this Conference is
to train student leaders in the
areas
of
leadership,management,
accountability,
planning
programs
and
activities
etc.
This
management,
interaction is intended to build
strong
ties
of
friendship,
understanding and cooperation
among
faculty,
staff
and
students at LaGuardia.
For
more information please come
to
the
Student
Activities
Office room M-115 or the
Student Government Office in
roomM-160.

b
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and the conseNation areas.
Phase 3 in 1990 will be the
opening of the fourth floor
exhibits, the dining terrace, and
courtyard
amphitheatre.
If
everything remains on schedule
the museum will be completely
finished in 1990.
This museum will be unique for
the fact that it does much more
house artifacts. It pr()miseS to
be educational · . as well as
entertaining, indictaed Shwartz.
"There will be a small sound stage,
and you'll get to adjust the lighting
as if you were a movie camera
person, you could do hands-on .
That's the kind of experience it will
belike."
Shwartz also explained, "There is
no museum in the country solely
devoted to film and television. It's
obviously an important subject
matter. We will show how films are
made and explore many different
areas."
Presently the gallery shows
experimental vidieos every Friday
and Saturday. These are followed
by films which are shown
downstairs from the gallery, in the
Zukor theatre which seats 100
people. Recent programs have
included foreign films, fright films,
rare television episodes, Avante
garde epics, and Clara Bow's
talkies.
The fright films were created by
renowned satan ism specialist
Raymond Shnitzer. Tony Randall
made a special guest appearance
to answer questions about his
1964 film, "The Seven Faces Of Dr.
Lao."
Shwartz said, "It's really the most
important museum to open in New
York in the last 20 years . It's more
than a ten million dollar project.
The city of New York has
contributed seven million dollars.
The new museum will be running
films everyday. A lot of planning is
going on rght now."
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College Yearbook
by Michelle Brown
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This year's yearbook promises to
be
different
from
previous
ones,according to two members
of the yearbook staff--Maricruz
Saunders (a nursing major) and
George Bermudez (a finanance
major).
According to Saunders,LaGuardia
did not publish a yearbook for
many years. But in 1984 another
yearbook staff was formed and the
yearbook of that year won third
prize in the City University of New
York.
"In 1985," added Saunders,"the
yearbook came in second place
and this year we're going for
number one. There will be a lot of
new ideas,which includes a layout
of the club fair,various student
government associations,program
aCitivites,parties,speial events and
the usual faculty and staff."
She also indictaed
that the
ye1i~'(lf{:::'Wlltt:l~:'have ';·!.;·:·a~~~;:'~ditferent

cover from previous years The
name chosen for this year's
yearbook will be."Challenges."
What goes in 'this yearbook,it
seef!1s~, .is decided by a . majo rity
vote of' the staff .Each member of
the yearbook is also taught how to
interview different people chosen
fo r the book.
George Bermudez explained that
there is no editor (at the time of
this printing) for the yearbook. But
there will be an election to decide
who gets the job. Meanwhile ,if
there are any decisions to be
made Vincent Banrey,the project
director, will make ithem because
he's the most experienced person
now working on the yearbook.
All seniors who intend to graduate
will receive a card.This card will tell
the student when and where the

mad"ati OQ

Dictmes

for

ONE FACIST LEADER
RUIN YOUR WHOLE DAY

be
taken This
yearbook
will
yearbook will be out in August
1987,lt will cost $17,500. Three
hundred books are usually printed
and 250 to 275 are sold for thirty
dollars apiece.The faculty and staff
do not receive free books. The
profits that will be made on this
book go to next year's book.
Another way of financing the
yearbook comes from selling '
advertisements ,For example,a 1/4
page ad goes for $30,1/2 page for
$60, $90 for 3/4 page and $120
for a full page
is
student
The
yearbook
oriented.lt is made for students by
students. There is a
need for
students to
join the yearbook
staff. Anyone can become a
member (faculty or students).
According to BermudeZ,"People
who are devoted to making the
yearbook something to be proud
of can join the staff at anytime. You
will have training in using ther
cameras and
computers,which
make the layouts of the paper
easier.Your name will be included
in the credit page if you work for
more than three months."
If interested,sign up at M 115

COnEONE. ...
C01'tt~L ...

Join the All-New
and Creative Staff of
LaGuardia's Award- Winning
Yearbook

MEE T INGS_

EVERY WEDNESDAY!
RM. M- 112
AT 2:00P .M.

the

CAN

by Miriam Abreu
For those unfamilar with politics
(except for what you get on the 6
o-clock news) there 's a place in
the East Village where one can go
to
gain
insight
on
issues
concerning us all. That iS,the
Fourth Wall Repretory Company.

Since 1974, the F.W.R.C. has
joined
together
people
of
different careers who volunteer
time to bolster political awareness
through theater. They often use
plays which deal with today's
complex governmental issues.
Reganomics , Apartheid, Nuclear
Holocaust and discrimination are
just some of the issues which the
company has dealt with in their
new revue-- "One Facist Leader
Can Ruin Your Whole Day."
The play even has pOlitcally
minded music.There is a sing
along,like "Ronny Really Bugs
Me."And there is a funny scene at
the end where a rigid whacky
anchorwoman and a spaced-out
weather man try to keep the
government from having in-put to

THE
AGE

MACHINE

by James McMenamin
The huge
monolithic building
appeared
in
view
and
I
approached it Once inside, I
began my quest: to observe and
report on the exhibition,'The
Machine
Age"
at
Brooklyn
Museum. This exhibition will run
until February 16th Then it will go
on the
road to Pittsburgh,Los
Angeles and Atlanta.
The gallery holds a wide variety of
items that represent the rapid rise
in
our
of
mechanization
culture The advent of machines
not only meant cars,planes,diesel
trains, radio and film, machines also
became involved in every aspect
of our lives.This transformation of
our culture broke away from past
tradition as a new era was born.
The skyscraper became a symbol
of this age.
By the 1920's ths skyscraper was
considered
a
great
achievement.Cities
reached
higher and higher inot the
atmosphere And this symbolized
the immense power of the age
and the pride in craftsmanship . .
Many of the items on display are
examples
of
the
then
"new"materia/s-; brass ,copper,aluminum
and
plastics.
In the 1930's,the machine age
was significantly directed towards
. projecting
an
image
of
"streamlining."
Machines
and
furniture were less decorative-and more simple, The 30's also
saw changes in the way people
socialized. Smoking came into
style and prohibition of alcohol
forced people to begin drinking at
home. Thus,
cocktail
parties,ashtrays,drink carts and
Cigarette holders came into
fashion.
Then the household changed
dramatically with the introduction
of
electrical
appliances--like
refrigerators ,
and
carpet
sweepers, vacum cleaners. As a
result of this mass production, of
new goods, industrialists rallied to

~~~U~~T~yt~SV8~lRY;R~M~

weatmi?1ne weatherman IS forced
to make detours to national news-governmenty provided--of course.
Shows go on every Sunday at
7:30pm at the F.W.R.C., 79 E.4th
Street.
Tickets
are
$7.00,

-a "new" phenomenon.
The
land
then
became
transformed by the introduction of
concrete ,asphalt
highways,service stations and
drive-in theaters,The World Fairs
of1933
and 1939 gave the
promise of a better future .The
1939 fair saw the introduction of
television Since at that time
Americans were still tuning ' into
radios,they were fascinated by this
new technology--the TV,unaware
how it would chnage their lives in
the future.
Europe certainly influenced the
machine
age, But
their
progression into this age was very
different from the United States, In
Europe,machines
were
very
expensive
and
for
the
wealthy, .. But in America,machines
were made for use everyone!
This exhibition which examines all
aspects of machinery is the first of
its kind.There are 275 examples of
painting ,photography, architecture
,sculpture,transportation
and
communications.At the beginning
of the exhibition,there is a 10
minute film about machines, At the
end of the exhibition, there is a
room which plays segments of old
radio shows.The exhibition also
inlcudes a series of films shown
every Sunday entitled "Movies of
the Machine Age." These films
show the rise of the film industry in
America and how European film
has had an impact on American
also
cinema.The
exhibiton
contains
performances,tours,lectures,and
gallery talks.
A STORJA MUSEUM·
By James McMenamin
. In early 1988, The AstoriC! MPseum ' .'. ........ ..,
of the Moving tmage will open its
doors for the first time. The site
will be an abandoned building,
where renovation began in
August.
A
sample of the museum's
collecton now resides in a nearby
gallery (34-12 36th Street).Jimmy
Cagney's suit from "Ragtime," an
artificial wolf from "Wolfen," and
old movie cameras are just a few
examples of what the gallery
displays.
Mr. David Shwartz, program
associate
for
the
museum
explained what the new mw:~um
will entail , "There will be a 200
seat state of the art theatre, a
room set up for video shows , 16
mm and super 8, and exhibition
space , In 1988, the theatre will
open. Sometimes we'll have a
performance with musicians, a
video piece or a seminar. The top
story iot the new museum is going
to have a greenhouse studio,
where they will film indoors but
use natural lighting ,
Some
people might actually be able to
filmupthere."
The construction of the new
museum will be completed in
three stages. During phase 1 in
1988 the first and second floor
,the exhibits ,the 200 seat
theatre,the screening room ,the
museum shop and cafe will be
opened. Phase 2 in 1989 will be
the opening of the third and
fourth floor exhibits , the library,
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PERFORMING ARTS
AT LA GUARDIA
by Miriam Abreu
LaGuardia
Comunity
College
offers a vast array of courses
depending on one's major or
interest.But
regardless
of
major,one
area of courses
students chose from is the
Humanities.
This department
offers courses in Theater Music
Dance, and Art--among ' others:
But perhaps the most popular of
these courses falls under the
heading of Performing Arts,which
includes Theater, Music, and
Dance.
Performing Arts was begun in
1986 and it's made up of students
and faculty interested in the arts.
The coordinator of the program is
John Williams.
A performer
himself, Williams received a
Masters from Howard University.
As a tenor, he sings around New
York City . As administrator of the
Performing
Arts(P.A..)
Mr.
Williams' job is basically to
schedule classes, create budgets,
and maintain an excellent teaching
staff--which he does.
The
facultY,for
example,
includes :David
Pasquale ,piano;
Orly Krasner,guitar; John H. Davis,
N.Y. theater experience; Susan
Goldbetty,
music;Dr.Anne
Rhice,music; Dr.Zdenek Soumal,
guitar-piano;
Angela
Scalera,dance;Kevin
Hosten,
MOVIE STUDIOS
by James McMenamin

Kaufman Astoria Studios hasve
quickly become
the
largest
comlpex 0 for film production in
New York City.Since its reopening
in 1977 approximately 30 films
have been made at Astoria. These
include
"Brighton
Beach
Memooirs ," "The Cotton Club,"
"The Verdict," and
"Arthur."
Universal Pictures,Orion,Lorimar,
and 20th Century Fox have all
worked at Astoria. The complex
consists of 19 buildings hidden in
industrial Astoria .. These studios
,however, go back 66 years when
rney were used by the Marx
Brothers, Gloria Swanson, and
Rudolph Valentino.
When the stuido was originally
opened in 1920 it was called
Famous Players LaskY,but was
later changed to Paramount.
Between 1920 and 1927 over
100 silent films were made at the
studio ,but the studio was forced
to close because of the Great
Depression.
Later,in
1942,the
Army took over the stuido and
named the facility The Army
Picitorial
Center.The
Army
rem ained in Astoria until 1971
wh en the stu dio was clo sed.
After ttlat. !tlere were proposals to
turn the stud io into a CUN Y film
SCllOO \' but the pl an was reiected.
t:ut til en in I S)T71h e stud ios
l)ouncocJ ba ck with H'le tle!p of fil m
unio ns ,equipment su ppli ers. tlle

band and continuing education
music classes.
There is one day each year,
according to Williams, when the
P .A. faculty and art students join
together to put on a show to
display their talents. The show is
called "Meet the Performing Arts
team,," and is usually done in
M~rch . There is always something
gOing on at P.A.. There are also
performances
throughout
the
school year by vocal and jazz
groups.One show is in December.
One should also look forward to
several
P.A.
stage
musical
productions in November.P.A.
also offers workshops in the
recording industry.And there is
Music at Noon concerts at the
school which Williams hopes to
continue. P.A. also stages One
Act plays.
With
all
these
potential
shows,certainly,getting
a
schedule of events is important.
According
to
one
student,Jacqueline Bello,"Due to
a lack of publioity, Y9u Wiss out on
City of New York and the Borough
of Queens.They formed a nonprofit organization,The Astroia
Motion Picture and Television
Foundation in order to encourage
failmmaking in New York City-.
Sidney Lumet,who worked at the
studios as a child actor ,began the
transformation of the studio into
what it is today by filming The Wiz
and dOing the production at
Astoria.
More films
followed,but there
were problems.Since the studios
were in bad condition,renovations
became necessary and in 1981
George S. Kaufman, a real estate
devell)per,was
chosen
to
modernize the complex and
expand the studio .
In the September 28,1986, issue
of the New York Times,Kaufman
was quoted as . saying,"When we
took over,the windows were out
and there was glass in the streets,
we got 8 million from the
government and raised another
20 million to build, renovate and
buy land . But it would have cost
100 million to build from scratch ."
Celebrities who invested in the
studios
include
Robert
Sarnoff ,Neil Simon ,Alan King,Dina
Merill ,Johnny Carson , Dick Cavett
and Sidney Lumet.
Since 1977,the' studio tl as put
900.000
into
the
local
economy .. Accord ing to a report in
Th e
New
York
Times.
OUt:c:n;:.!)orougr·1 President Claire
Shjirnan saicJ,"lt took tremendou s
devoti on and eff ort to qet it
going.l t has bee n a big wi n for thf3

a lot of what's happening around
the college.They should have
more information about where to
go an<;l what to do besides the
billboard. outside the Humanities
Office."
Gloryann Torres, who is taking
piano at LaGuardia for the first
time, says that she also feels there
is a need for more P.A . publicity .
"Before I took piano, I had never
been to a cultural event at the
college, and I was in the dark
about the Performing Arts team ."
She went on to say that taking
piano was a challenge.
"I thought piano would be less
difficult than what it really is," she
says,"But now I love piano and I'm
thinking of buying one." She then
praised Professor Pasquale as an
excellent and patient instructor.
Professor Pasquale who teaches
Piano I,ll, and !II has been teaching
LaGuardia students for nine years.
A graduate of the Julliard School
with both a B.A. and an M.A., he.is
alsO a·reknown pianist · who· has
. traveled Europe, the ·Orienf,North
' cityl.lt created thousands of
jobs,probably a billion dollars have
turned over and we've brought
movie making back to where it
started."
.
The 13 acre studios have over
500,000 square feet of space.
There are eight stages of different
sizes
available to producers,
directors, writers, editors, and
industry suppliers on a rental
basis. It is accesible 24 hours a day
,seven days a week, so tenants
can take on a schedule they
prefer. Stage E ,the main stage
,is 26,040 sq. feet in size, the
largest
stage
outside
of
Hollywood.The stages are fully
eQuipped to handle anythino from
feature films to commercials, and
also includes a recording studio
ablerto hold a full orchestra.
.
These studios are now
considered the largest of its kind
on the East coast.
"Putting on the Hits"
by Manuel Delgado
Once again the students of La
Guardia had an opportunity to
demonstrate to demonstrate their
ability to act. On June 9th this
year
the
Stud ent
Activ ities
Organization he ld the "Puttin on
the Hits" show at the college
theat er The stud ents performed
lip synctl impersonation, In Hl is
co nt est performe rs did ren dit ion s
of 1I1 eir favorit e ce lcbrits s. r'\nd
this has be en a "top hit" at

and South America.
Pasquale would one day like to
see the music program as a
degree course .He adds that
"a
piano lab is always being
promised ,but one hasn't been
installed.The present facilities
are run down . More than half the
pianos are broken in one way or
another.Students spend half their
cla'ss time jumping from one piano
to another. "
As Pasquale put it,"1t damages the
program and works against the
students." Pasquale suggested
more concerts be given at the
college .And there should be more
advertiSing of these events.
John Williams suggested that
students check the billborard of
the Humanities Office ,as well as
drop into the office to ask him or
Dr.Rhice about upcoming events .
He reminds students that they
cam get half price off tickets to
events by showing their 10 cards.

LaG
1984.
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Umoja Kwanguvu, the
coordinator of "Puttin On The
Hits" says this show is more
exciting and different from other
shows held at the college. Mr.
Kwanguvu started at LaGuardia
in 1972 as an English teacher and
later he was asked to work with
student activities, so he stopped
teaching and dedicated himself to
. organizing shows and activities for
. the college. Mr; Kwanguvu came
to New York in 1962 after being a
High School teacher in Alabama.
According to Mr. Kwanguvu the
"Puttin On The Hits" show is of
one of a kind because it gives
students the opportunity to do
what they like to do; that is to
perform as someone they admire.
When asked if it pleased him to
work with this type of show he
said"l enjoy doing this kind of
show, it brings a lot of headaches,
and demands al ot of ingenuity but
the payoff is the ecstacy of the
performers and the audience. "
Lip synch requires skill, good
stage presence and the ability to
interpret. "For you are doing
someone else's person and style
in your own way," says Kwanguvu.
However, there are students who
have the ability to imitate very well
and they take their time to
rehearse so that they know exactly
what they are going to do when
they get on stage."
There are three prizes awarded
in this contest to the three best
partiCipants , which is one of the
reasons why students want to
participate.
The prizes are
$300 .00 for first place , $200.00
for second place , and $100.00 for
third . The winners in the contest
of June 9th, 1986, were as.
follows: 1 sl Prize--Arlene Bishop
as Patty Labelle ,
2nd Prize- Roger Walk er and Sean
Il io rnp so n as the "P ee 'vV c 'c'
HenTI,\n " danc ers and 3rcl Price
\-\/ {}S [:lV-l ard ed to a nroup of f ')Uf
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KINICKS

Nursing Boards

(cont. from p16)
on the roster.
Condition : Stable
Small Forwards : Once the hub of
the team's offense, and now a
large question mark. Despite what
many believe, the indication here
is that Bernard King will be back.
When he does is anybody's
guess, but King is a tireless
worker, and the day he steps back
onto the court, watch out! Until
then, the team must endure with
Kenny Walker's rookie mistakes.
Walker has shown flashes of
brilliance, but looks lost on
defense and has yet to harness
his great athletic skills . Louis Orr
comes off the bench to supply
consistent
all-around
play.
Despite his thin frame, Orr has
always produced and can also
move into the power forward slot if
needed .
Condition :Critical
Guards: Confusion abounds in the
New York backcourt. The problem
here is lack of an outstanding allaround player. The production is
no more than adequate, and no
one here is deserving of a starting
slot. If not for the play of Rory
Sparrow. the Quard contiaent
would collapse . Sparrow is an
excellent passer and dribbler, and
a dogged defender.
Gerald
Wilkins is a ball of potential waiting
to mature. When he finally puts
his mind to it, Wilkins will be a force
in the league . But for now, he
must work on his foul shooting
and be less of a freelancer on
offense.
Trent Tucker is the
outside shooting speCialist, and
he can bury a jumper from
anywhere.
Unfortunately that's
not enough. Tucker must learn to
drive to the bucket more and
make more use of his height.
Gerald Henderson was recently
acquired
from
the
Seattle
SuperSonics
and provides
leadership and solid reserve
strength.Stewart Granger and
McKinley Singleton round out the
corps. If the Knicks deal for
another guard, look for the exit of
those two.
Condijion : Grave
Coaching and Front Office: No,
it's not Hubie Brown's fault. All the
injuries were not his doing. If it
wasn't for this master strategist,
the Knicks might never win a
game. Brown deserves to coach a
healthy Knick team.
With his
knowledge of the game, the New
Yorkers can go a long way with
the proper personnel.
Scotty
Stirling may be the man to blame.
Stirling is too conservative,
unwilling take the necessary risks
which will pan out for the good of
the team. The Knicks needs are
many, including a solid shooting
guard and a phYSical rebounder.
It's up to the Knick brass to fill
these gaping holes.
Condition: Critical
Prognosis: In order for the team to
r"' ~rh

th",
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return soon, and the rest must
stay healthy. A deal netting a
scoring guard and/or a dominating
rebounder would certainly come in
handy.. Realistically, the picture
looks bleak. They will finish fifth in
the Atlantic Division: 30 Wins, 52
losses.

. AnXie!Y:
Why Suffer?

Spons Teams At LaGuardia?
By Tommy Fischer
When you turn to your Sunday
newspaper, after the first sports
headline, most people like to
know how their old high school
team did over the weekend. They
like to look up their school teams
in football, baseball, or basketball/,
Well, if you ever want to see how a
LaGuardia team did you'll never
find it. Why?
Because LaGuardia doesn't have
any teams. Why is this? And what
is being done to make an intercollegiate team here at La
Guardia?
After an interrview with the
Director of Recreation , Andrew
Saluga, I learned there are no
inrter-collegiate teams here and at
the present time there aren1 any
plans to make teams. The reason
for this is because La Guardia
doesn't have
a physical
education curirculum which would
generate tUItion revenue.
Also,
the
current
degree
requirementss of 66 credits are
filled by other department's
requirements;so
if
physical
education
suddenly
became
required,some departments woud
have to give up
their course
offerings.
Another reason for not having any
teams is the students don't want
to give up their spare time to
practice everyday when they have
a lot of other wor1< to do.
Many years ago there was an intercollegiate basketball team here ,
explains the Director. They used
to play under the auspices of the
NJCAA(National Junior College
Athletic Association).
But the
LaGuardia team folded after a
couple of years in the 1970s
because of finanical and academic
difficulties.
For all the sports fans in LaGuardia
Andrew Saluga (Andy) heads a
Recreation Department second to
none. He and his assistant Jeffrey
Hiss head many intramural teams.
An intramural team is a group of
people who form a team and play
another team within LaGuardia.
There is also an extramural
basketball team which is in a YMCA
league . They play
industrial
teams from Queens.
"The sports here at LaGuardia are
great," Mr. Saluga said. "It's too
bad not enough people know
about our teams." Mr. Saluga
urges people to come down to
the gym and see what's going on.
A student in the Recreation Area
who told me his name was Larry
said, "Me and my friend Vinnie are
gonna play floor hockey this year
and we're gonna win." Along with
floor hockey there is flaq football,
handball, paddleball, swimming,
tenniS, and table tennis. As Larry
put it, "It's better than goin' home
and doing nothing at al/'''
Mr. Saluga says, "With a little help
from this newspaper, we could
use the publicity for our sports
people who like to see their
names in print." Someone else
said to me while I was down there,
"I was on a team last year and it
ain1 that bad."

Don't! And with Kaplan's NCLEX prep you won't.
Kaplan's NCLEX prep is the only course that
gives you the best oflx>th worlds -live instruction
and tape review.
Not only will expert nurses wod<: with you in
small classes, but you can also review at your own
pace with our Test-N-Tape' series.
All review books are provided. Plus, with a
Kaplan ID card, you can study at anyon e of
120 centers nationwide!
Tuition is only $195 and comes with a money back guarantee:" 'We also offer group tates and
studen t rep opportu nities.
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Lynn' s Wordprocessing

INTE REST ED IN
•

Compa ct Discs
or Audio?

• Marke ting?
• A Resum e Builde r?

DIGI TAL SOU ND
MAR KET SERV ICES
Needs ambiti ous
college studen ts
to be campu s
repres entativ es
Ci'll 1-800-2 23-643 4
or 1-219-6 26-275 6
9am to 9pm

Service--Expert Typing
--Letters,Tenn paspers
--Manuscripts. Theses
--Resumes,Dissenarions
by appointment only 212-5381090, 1212 Grand
Concourse,Bx. NY 10456

HELP WANTED L.I.C.
Telephone Sales
PTIFf Available-Temp./Perm. No expo
Nee. $4hr--Tel. Mrs.
March (718)392-7788
ould you like to be ' a
ight attend ant!? I can
elp you get started with
y professional advice.
all Susan (718)507-4570
HY TYPE IT? HAVE IT
ORD PROCESSED! WE
o IT ALL:
eoorts .B riefs.l ,ettl"rs.R ~

umes,Etc.(Spaoish or
nglish) Call 718-639730 Ms.Maldonado

SPRING BREAK 87
Earn a Free Vacation to
Ft. Laude rdale or the
Bahamas.Students
interested in becoming a
campu s representitive call
1-800-87-BEACH

HITS from p13
Battling a soggy
field from
Sunday's rain and Monday night
football,you'd think the Mets
would want to win as fast and as
easy as they COUld. But no, not
our Mets. They had to have
everyone on the edge of their
seats biting what was left of their
fingernails .

students performing as the "New
Edition ."
Many
students
participate in ' the contest even
though they know :they are not
going to win . They do it for the
fun.
As the "Puttin on the Hits"
contest is becoming a tradition at
LaGuardia you can start getting
ready for the next show which will
be hel;d at the college theater on
March 11 ,1987.

Game 4 saw two "Monster" shots
by Gary Carter. Lenny again hit a
THE
METS
CAPTURE
RANGERS PREVIEW
homerun to rightfield that fell out
.N.Y.'S
HEART
of Dwight Evans' glove, and the
by Rosemarie Kessler
by Rosemarie Kessler
Who are those masked men? The
Mets had tied the Series at two
The New York Mets running out of
true identity of this group is still
games apiece with a final score of
the dugout and charging the
6-2.
Are they (a) The
unknown.
pitchers mound was a familiar sight
With the Series tied at two , the
pretenders who finished two
in 1986 Mets "basebrawl." On
over- whelming feeling was that
games under .500 for the regular
October 27 the Mets again cleared
who ever won game 5 would most
season, squeezing into a playoff
the bench and charged Jesse
spot on the final weekend or (b)
likeluy yvin the World Series.
Orosco on the pitchers mound, as
the contenders who knocked
Luckily
for
the
Mets
this
he got the third out of the World
Phillidelphia and Washington out
consensues was wrong, as they
Series, and the Mets were
lost game 5. Gooden gave up four
of the playoffs? The answer could
crowned World Champions for the
runs as Tim Teufel made another
prove to be (c) none of the above.
second time in their 25 year
As Phil Esposito takes over as
error at second, which was scored
history.
General Manager , the New
as a hit. Teufel later hit a homerun
As the Mets spilled on to the field
Yorkers have depth but no
off Bruce Hurst, but it was to no
at Shea, fans spilled out on to the
avail as the Mets lost 4-2. ' It was
definition, except at goalie,where
street from Rusty's (a bar owned
now back to Shea, one aame
John Vanbiesbrouck held off the
by ex-Met Kusty ~tauo). 1-'0 lice
bad guys with his Long Ranger act
down with twoleft to play.
closed off the intersection at 73
for much of the season. The
Game 6 and what a game ' it
Street and 3 Avenue and left it to
Rangers finished without a 30 goal
was .That half tb~ Met fans. at
the exuberant fans who extended
scorer and their top point
Rusty's didn't die of heart fa ilure
the celebration from Shea.
was a surprise? Ten innings of
producer was rookie Mike Ridley ,a
It was a tough fight for the Mets to
free agent, who they switched
nailbiting baseball as Boston led
become the reigning kings of
from left wing to center because
by two runs into the , fifth, when
baseball. First they had to battle
they were so weak at the position.
Darryl Strawberry Singled and stole
Houston
and
Mike
Scott's . second and was singled home by
They still appear weak up the
"scuffball".
Game
6 of the
middle , because Mark Pavelich
Ray Knight: Knight came home '
National League Playoffs was a do
quit in a dispute with Coach Ted
on a RBI single bY.Mookie Wils~:m.
or die game for both the Mets and
Sator and Pierre Larouche was
The Mets were back in business.
Astros . Even though the Mets
The Sox again took the lead in the
moved to right wing.
The
seventh c;lS Marty Barrett w~lked .
Rangers' defense was third in the . had a one game lead it was a must
win situation i(tney 'ttidn't want to
and scored on a fielders choice
NHL last season, but without Barry
face Scott again.
and a throwing error by Knight.
Beck and Reijo Ruotsalainen and
The Mets were determined to win,
with Ron Greschner and Tom
But the Mets weren't about to say
and win they did, though it took all
u,ncle. Lee MazzillL canie home ;on
Laidlaw hurting where will they
of five hours and 16 innings. Jesse
Gary Carte.rs,sac fly to tie it up 3-3.
end up this year?
Outstanding
Henderson repeated history
seasons from Tomas. Sand.strom, ·.. Orosco ,said it 'best, "Ooeteam .'
s'aying Clinch, wh~e the other . as he hit a homerun to leftfield off
To,1Y McKegney " and ' James
was saying game7." Finally, a few
Rick Aguilera, who then gave up a
Patrick might be enough to pull
minutes before 8:00 P.M.
the
them through.
'
double to Wade Boggs and a RBI
Mets had won the argument and
single to Barrett; and the Red Sox
became National League Champs.
NEW
YORK ISLANDERS
had the lead 5-3. The Sox were
The next obstacle the . Mets faced
by
Rosemarie
Kessler
just three outs away from their first
was the Red Sox.
Mike Bossy continues to be an
World Championship in 68 years.
Games one and two of the World ' Wally Backman flied out, Keith
amazing scoring machine and
Series were played and lost by the
Bryan Trottier showed that he can
Hernandez lined out. One out
Mets at Shea Stadium. Game one
still be a factor when healthy but,
away and the Mets were praying
was lost on an error by Tim Teufel
after Trottier, there was a 37 point
for a miracle. John McNamara
as he missed a ground ball that
drop down to the team's number 3
answered their prayers with Calvin
went through is legs to score the
scorer, Denis Potvin.
Even
Scharaldi, who came in and
only run of the game. Game two
though the Islanders seem ' to
gaveup a single to Carter . A
wasn't as close ,as the Red Sox
have a large group of players with
single to
pinch-hitter Kevin
tagged Dwight Gooden for six
a lot of potential, they have failed
Mitchell. An RBI single to Knight.
runs ,including homers by Dwight
to create a future generation of
It was as if someone had given the
Evans and Dave Henderson. You
stars. Forwards Brent Sutter, Pat
M~t? 9·P,R. ~nQ .t;>r~~m~g n~'N Hf~
remember Dave, the guy who hit a
LaFontaine and Patrick Flatley
into them. In came Bob Stanley
homerun against California to tie
have been able to carry the team
to face Mookie. A wild pitch off
with
little
help
from
game 5 of the American League
an
Rich Gedman's glove scored
Playoffs, and give the Sox new
inconsistant,
young
defense.
Mitchell and the tying run. It was
life?
Coach Terry Simpson's proposal is
one of 9 pitches Stanley threw to
Relievers, Rick Aguilera and Sid
to bring in fresh new blood and
Mookie : 2 balls, 6 fouls , and one
Fernandez proved no better as
improve the mixture which no
big bouncing ball. Let's follow that
the Red Sox finished off with a
longer includes the likes of John
bouncing ball.
Watch it trickle
score of 9-3. Again the Mets had
Tonelli who was traded , or Bobby
down the firstbase line. See Bill
to battle back from behind if they
Nystrom who retired. Will this ever
Buckner. See Ray Knight. Follow
were to realize their dream of
again be a team who won four
the bouncing ball into rightfield.
becoming champions.
Stanley Cups in the early 80's?
See Ray Knight score the winning
Up in Bostolil it was a must for the
run. See the Mets go crazy. See
Mets to take two out of the three
the fans go even crazier.
games at Fenway Park. Game 3
had Bob Ojeda and Dennis "Oil
The series was all tied up going
Can " Boyd faCing each other.
into the seventh and the deciding
Despite the thought of the ,"Green
game. But a constant rain
Monster" being a factor in the
cancelled Sunday's game and
game, the leftfield wall didn't
allowed the Met nemesis Bruce
fingure in the outcome of game 3,
Hurst to replace Oil Can Boyd and
and Lenny Dyksrta hit a lead off
start game seven on three days
homeruh to rightfield, which
rest.Something McNamara might
proved to be the difference.
not do if given a second chance .

eave

was

1l:

Ron Darling gave up three runs in
tne second inning
,including
homeruns by Dwight Evans and
Rich Gedman,as the Mets stayed
quiet for five innings. Hurst then
gave up a single to pinCh-hitter
Lee Mazzilli and Mookie Wilson,
and gave Tim Teufel a free pass.
Keith Hernandez' two run single
along with Carter's bloop that was
dropped by Evans got the Mets
right back into the thick of ,
things. McNamara decided that
was enough for Hurst and brought
in the Mets old friend Calvin
Schiraldi. Ray Knight welcomed
the ex-Met by taking him deep to
center field for the Mets 4-3
lead. Santana and Hernandez also
drove in runs to make him feel
completely disowned.
Roger McDowell,who came into
pitch seventh,gave up a two run
double to Evans and gave the Sox
a new look at life.Jesse Orosco
got the call to get the last six
outs.He struck out Marty Barrett
for the final out of the 1986
baseball season,game seven, and
the World Series.
On Tuesday,New York gave .their
heroes a fitting end to a fantastic
Met-like season with a ticker tape
parade down Broadway from
Battery ·park to City Hall. 2.2
million ' Met faithfulsturned . out to
say thanks by giving them the
second largest ticker tape parade
in New York's history by dropping
648 tons of paper on New York's
World Champs.
This was definitely a season of
baseball The Way It Oughta Be,
and who else could do it this way
but the New York Mets.
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Do you come to LaGuardia
thinking it's going to be another
day of brain wracking studying and
concentrating?Do you count the
minutes until the end of your last
class so you can leave and go to
your aenrobics workout or health
club to play some paddleball?
Well,you don't have to go outside
of LaGuardia to do these things
anymore. Everything you pay for
on the outside, you can get here
for FREE. How? By going to the
gym.
For those of you who like a
fast, physical workout,for example,
there are four sections of
aerobics.Three on Monday and
Wednesday (from 1 :20pm to
2:30,12 to
1:10, and 2:40 to
3:50). There are also classes on
Tuesday and Thursdays from 1 :20
to 2:30, 2:40 to 3:50, and a low
stress class from 4:00 to 5:10.
For those of you who are
marksman, you can try your hand at
archery
on
Monday
and
Wednesday from 4:00 to 5:10.
Or, did you ever want to be a black

belt in karate? You can join the
Martial Arts workshop on Mondays
or Wednesdays at 2:40 to 3:50;
and you will be taught the basics.
Anyone for tennis?1f you said yes,
you can meet the class at
LaGuardia on Saturdays at 2:00 to
be
eight
4:00.There
will
sessions,three on campus and
five off campus. Check with the
gym for information concerning
this class.
If
you'd
like
to
JOin
a
team,LaGuardia has two intermural
teams that meet on Wednesday.
They are Floor Hockey ,which
meets at 1 :20 to 2:30 and Flag
Football, which meets at 2:40 to
3:50. There's also co-ed Volleyball
on Monday and Wednesday from
4 to 5:30, and Indoor Soccer on
Fridays at 3:00 to 5:00.
Or,are you one of those people
who hate to see summer time at
an end? If you are, get out those
bathing suits! LaGuardia has off
campus
swimming
every
to
Wednesday
from
1 :30
3:00.Just meet the group bus at
the corner of Thomson Avenue
and 31 st Piace at 1:15.

Basketball is a game in a class by
itself. The game exudes a brand
of physical poetry which makes
the sport unlike any other.
Unfortunately for the N.Y.Knicks,
the poem fell apart and the pen
broke. If also tore it's ligaments
and cracked a bone. For this
year's Knicks, the first goal is to
put five healthy bodies on the
court (not including Ron Cavenall
or Ed Sherod).Once that feat is
accomplished, the team can
attempt to make a run at
respectability.
Can the Knicks
limp to the playoffs? Or will they
be carted away by the paramedics
in early January? Let's check on
the current condition of the
patients:
Centers and power forwards: If the
team has a strength, it lies here.
Patrick
Ewing
remains
the
cornerstone of the team, and
providing his knees hold up, will
remain one of the team's few

by John Coughlin

Somewhere in 1he borough of
Queens, two teams are faced off
against each other under a
cloudless and crisp October sky.
Opposing players glare at each
other with the fierceness of
competition; they paw at the turf
with their cleats IiIke restless lions
while team captains bark out
commands with the vehemence of
field generals. All daily thoughts
and worries that might pester the
minds of the athletes are resigned
to the back of their heads; for the
officials stand ready to commence
the game.
No, this isn't the world series at
Shea Stadium, nor is it a New York
Giants football game. In fact it
probably couldn't even compare
.to a high school volleyball match in
regard to public interest. There
are no stands surrounding the
playing field.
The half dozen
spectators (all girl friends of
players) have to sit on hoods of
parked cars, 20 ft. from the
sidelines. Only one of them looks
up from their conversation to
By the way, if you like chess you
watch the opening kickoff of the
shouldn't miss the LaGuardia
28th season of the BaysideCHESS TOURNAMENT on Friday,
Flushing Football League.
November 21 st at 2:40pm.
It's the Banshees versus the
Green Shade Packers in game
Also,on Monday,November 24th, , one' of a 16 week schedule that
The Student vs The Faculty Game
runs through Feburary with the
gets underway in the gym at 6:30
playoffs ending in March.
Of
with a free throwing shooting
course, only a scattered amount of
contest at helf time. And hard work
people are aware of these teams
never goes unrewarded. If you
and this league. Family members
win, savor you're victory at an
of players probably wouldn't
Intermural
Awards
Night,
recognize the team logos. But
December 1st at 6:30.
never the less, they do exist.
These are non professional sports
organizations that play ball every
Sunday for more than four
months. The athletes themselves
are just the average men on the
street whose real professions
have nothing to do with sports.
These are blue and white collar
workers whose jobs vary from
bright spots. Ewing's knees held
dock woker and cop to bank teller
him to only 50 appearances last
and proctologist. So what if there
season, but he still managed to
are no Dwight Goodens, John
capture the Rookie-of-the Year
Elway's, or Micheal Jordon's in this
Award, and post some impressive
league. It is a game for the ordinary
numbers.
His shot selection
guy, not blessed with
the
(.474Fg pet.) and his rebounding
exceptional talent of a pro athlete,
need improvement, but otherwise
but certainly with much the same
he is solid. Bill Cartwright returns
for all athletes, pro or non pro.
after two years of injury to form a
The game itself progressed a lIittle
solid frontcourt with
Ewing.
slowly at first. It certanily didn't
Cartwright
looked
impressive
look prQt~ss}on<!1 from where I was
upon his return, and is showing
standing but it sure look ed like
signs of going to the boards
fun. Suddenly plays began to gel
harder. His presence can only
for the Banshees as they
benefit the team, as it will give
completed
three
successive
Ewing a partner inside the lane,
passes; the final one in the end
and will give the Knicks another
as
Anthony
Cascella
zone
bonafide scorer. Jawaan Oldham
squeezed a fifteen yard toss for
and Pat Cummings provide solid
the games first touchdown.
backup help. Oldham will provide
"It was a criss-cross pattern that
the second unit with a much
was supposed to confuse the
needed shot-blocker. Cummings,
other team. . Our other receivers
when healthy, can shoot the eyes
became
tangled
with
their
out of the basket as well as
defenders and I was able to break
sacrifice his body for a rebound.
into the open." he said, .Well, it
2nd year men Bob Thorton and
looked good to me; maybe the
Chris McNealy will scramble for
Chicago Bears should try it."
loose balls, as well as the final spot
The Banchees held a tight 2 to 1

KNICKS MEDICAL
REPORT
by Scott Engel

CITY UNIVERStTYOF NEW YORK

lead at half-time but play opened
up more in the second half as the
Banshees went on to defeat the
Packer team 7-3. One point is
awarded for a touchdown in this
league. There are no extra pOints
or field goals.
After the game, an official
refereeing another game (who
only gave his name as Mal)
said,"The guys in this league take
the game seriously.They argue
calls as much as pros, maybe even
more." Mal is also the president of
the league which he has been
involved in since it began in 1959.
These athletes playa game where
there are no million dollar
contracts,drug
scandals
or
McDonald's TV commericals.They
play a sport for the purest
intentions,which is the sheer
enjoyment of the game and the
desire to compete. They don't
have the great athletic prowess
that stands out among the. elite
athletes,bu t they do have the
same passion for sports. I think
Joe Marino (no relation to Dan
Marino) of a team B.F.F.L.,called
the Radiers,stated it best:"The
guy s in this league and one s like
it live out a fantasy. When they
make diving catch or big plays
it(the fantasy) is being acted out."
Whether it's the Bayside Flushing
Football
League,bar
league
softball, Y.M.C.A. basketball or just
a handful of kids playing stickball in
some
schoolyard--it
is
still
sports,pure and simple. It's not the
real thing compared to pro sports,
but for maybe a couple of hours
,their field or playing court
becomes Yankee Stadium or
Madison Square Garden,Wtie~8
they can be stars for a
change.That is where the sport is
most beautiful --in their dreams
and in their hearts--where the
game is for fun and always
innocent.
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